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A oonstltution nseds aiiondmont and revision to me«t 
tho raqairements of changing oondltions* The process of 
afflondment m«Qr t>« either Tlexlble or rigid. The Charter o£ the 
United Nations i s no exception to this rule. In the three 
decades that h^ve elapsed since the birth oT the United Nations, 
the poiitiool scene ofthe vorld has considerably change* 
The founders o£ the U*N*0* recognised the need for 
f lex ib i l i ty Qfthe Charter to cope with the changing situations 
in the future* AS i<'rankXln DHoosevelti one of the rounders 
of the Organisatloni said the U«N« Charter is not a static 
treaty! i t can be oaended und. revised like a Constitution* 
Much controversy was waged over a ntanber of provisions 
of the Charter at the San Francisco Conference of 1945 which 
laid the foundation of the world organization* One group 
favoured a ;t rigid Charter* Another group stood for a floxible 
Charter with a view that to meeting the exigencies of changing 
times in future* After a heated debate a ccmpremise formula 
was adopted* In Chapter XiTIII of the Charter article 109 was 
(particularly paragreph 3) included in order to satisfy the 
delegates opposing a p rigid procedure for amendment• They 
were satisfied with the provision for holding a coni'erence to 
review the Charter* 
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Th« history of th» United Nations reveals that the demand 
Tor revision oT the Charter began even berore It was signed* 
Ihls movement, however, reached Its peak on the occasion of 
the 10th Anniversary of the U«N«0* In 1955. 
In the following pages an attempt has been made to study 
the problem of the revision of Charter as well as the Impediments 
to this process* The present study also seeks t o analyse the 
attitudes of various member govenaents, private as well as 
public institutions and also the views of experts on the ques* 
tion of revision of the Charter* 
I express my deep sense of gratitude to Prox'essor 
S*A*H*Ha4<ilf Head o£ the Department of Political Science end 
Dean /acuity of Social SelenceS| A*M*U*« for his kind encourage-
ment and Inspiration In preparing this dlssertatiorr under his 
able guidance and supervision* 
I am also grateful to Professor S*Naslr All of A.M.U* 
for his vali^abla sug£;estlons* 
I am thankful to Dr. Sharma and Dr. A*i'*Usaianl (Header 
in Political Science Department of A«iM*U*) for their assistance 
and encouragement* 
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I am &lso thankful to Professor K«P»Mlsr& and Professor 
Saxena (Javahar Lai Hehru University, School of International 
studies)/allowing me to consolt then on many a point* 
I am also thankful to the members of the stai'f of 
the Political Science Departoent of A.M.U* 
I am indebted to Miss Neelsm Mathur, Reference and U«N* 
Documentation Incharge In Sapru House Library in Hev Delhi and 
Mr* Bose Librarian at United Nations Infoimatlon Centre, 
iNev Delhl| for their cooperation in this project* 
Last but not least , I shall never forget the sacrifices 
of my mother whose blessings have always bean a source of 
encouragement to me* 
MASAEhAT /ATIMA 
C H A P T i S a I 
Th« world In 1946 had the highest expectations of the 
United lifttlona. The rrame vork of international society was 
80 badly shattered by the second World War that Britain^ Russia, 
the united States and China decided not to revive the League 
but | instead) to build a nev general international organization. 
The o f f i c i a l attitude ot: the major powers had made people believe 
that the new International organisation wofuld bring pensanent 
peace and prosperity* The United s ta te s , in contrast with i t s 
fa i lure to Join the League of Nations, played a major role 
throughout in the evolution of the new organization* Countless 
meetings and negotiations were held to tiriis end* Much was made 
of the differences between the League of Nations and the new 
organization* Perhaps undue s tress was la id on the differences 
««— though they did ex i s t «-~ and perhaps too high hopes were 
1 
fostered* 
However, these high expectations have not come tr^ie 
and the performance of the united Nations has been, by aiid 
large , disappointing* It has not been able to play ef fect ive ly 
1* i:>./*A*Rollng, acme Observations on the Iteview of the Cht^rter 
Revision of U.ii*Gharter* A Svmt>osiua. Indian aouneil of 
World Affairs , New Delhi, 1956, p*81* 
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Its assigned TcXem What was to be an instnment or world peace 
has proved to be a fonm or world conflict* The General 
Assembly as well as the Security Council have been Treely used 
not to resolve dlsputesi but to stimulate and exacerbate them* 
The «nergenoe oi' the Cold War between the two power-blocs had 
a disastrous effect on the united Nations as an International 
organlzatl<m Tor maintaining peace and seourl^* At the ssme 
timeI the unfortunate voting procedure prescribed for the 
security Council has greatly contributed to preventing this 
most Important organ of the United Nations from serving as an 
effective Instrument of conciliation In major disputes* The 
2 
Charter has created an Illusory system of Collective Security* 
The failure of the United Nations in sane respects Is 
to be imputed not to the Charter but to Its M^nbers* In this 
conneotlony the moment of the birth of the charter is s ignif i -
cant* The charter was discussed in San i*'ranclsco in 1945, 
after the Cocuaon /ictory over Germany and at the time of the 
Common effort to defeat Japan* It was created in a climate 
of opinion which expected the wartime Unity of the Allies to 
3 
continue after the war* The sign of conflicts were cropping up 
2* liorman Bentwlch and Andrew Martini A GoGimentary on the 
^*^Sr*td°^' t||Q"°^^^,^*^^^°"*' London, floutledge & Kegan 
3* Hans J*Morgenthau, *The Yard Stick of National Interest*, 
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since the San ifranelsoo CooiCerenea and even berore It* But 
they were not yet understood In their real signiTioance* i t 
i s true, that some uneasiness existed, in connection vith the 
Russian attitude but generally the spirit or international 
oo-operation and mutual trust prevailed* 
A detail exflnination cannot be made here of the growth 
or the Charter since 1946* but to provide a context within 
vft i^ changing oonmitaents of United H i^tions charter may be 
ttnde»tood, i t seeas disirable to look at the process in 
general terms* 
The Important LanAiarks in tha j^omation of thm U,N,Q,t 
The charter of the United Nations, signed at San ifancisco 
on June 26, 1946 by the representatives of f i f ty nations, was 
the product of an evolutionary develqpment extending over a 
period of many decades, even centuries* It was the ioniediate 
result of proposals emaotLtlng rrom the careful study of the 
experience of the past| and of exchanges of views between the 
representatives of govenaents leading to the narrowing and 
4 
final elimination of areas of disagreement* 
Primarily the initiative in eont«nplating the 
was 
establishment oi* a new International organization/taken by 
4* Leland M* Goodrich and Bdvard Hambro, The charter of the 
United Nations Commentazy and Documents* Boston, World 
Peace i^oundation, Rev* 1949, p*3* 
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th0 Brit ish Prise Minister Winston Clnirchill wd the U*S* 
President Frenklln D^Aoesevelt* The two leaders realized 
at an early stage the importance or giving the people of tiM 
world some raal hope oi' avoiding war in futxire. on August 9 , 
1941, the U«S«Presldent suggested to the British Prime Minister, 
Mr* Churdilllf that , '*it would be well i f they could draw up 
a Joint deel&ration laying dovri certain tread principles which 
6 
should guide our po l i c i e s along the stiae road*** 
Mr* Churchill was perhaps more enthusiastic in this matter at 
the i n i t i a l state than the T}*S* President r'ranklln D*Roosevelt« 
When they met oTX' the coast or I«ewfo< ndland £OT their fsDous 
Atlantic meeting in the stminer o£ 1941| Churchill was desirous 
that in their joint declaration they should give an "explicit 
expression** to tiieir hope that some form o£ International 
organization e^ould be created to provide a greater sense or 
security after the war* Mr* Roosevelt was unwilling at this 
time to subscribe to such an exp l i c i t commitment, chieTly, i t 
would appear, because he was not convinced that congressional 
6 
and public opinion in the United s tates was yet prepared Tor It.. 
Thsir Joint conclusions were Incorporated in the Atlantic 
Charter (August 14, 1941)* The agreed declaration recognised 
(Hitler and his 
mi i f iSAi Vol .III , 
r l t a i n , 1^2,p*339. 
6* Quoted in Leland M.Goodrich, Xhe united Nations. The London 
Inst i tute of World Affairs , 1960, p*21. 
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tho n«9d o£ some form or perQaflant Intornational organlzfttlon 
toy providing Tor the dlsaxnanent of agresslve nations ''pending 
the establishment of a wider and permanent system oi' general 
security* ** 
This was followed by the Washington Declaration of 
January I9 1942* This Declaretion, signed by the ropresenta-
t lves of 26 st&tesy subscrlbiid to the purposes and principles 
incorporated in the Atlantic Chatter* The signatories to the 
Washington Declaration were the followingt 
The United StateSi Great Britalni the U*s*S.K«, China, 
Australia, Belgium^ Canada* CoslTa Rica| Cuba, Gsechoslovakla, 
the Domlnlcllan Hepublic« Sl>Salvador, Greece, Guatemala, Hait i , 
Honduras, India, Luxemburg, the Setherlands, Now Zealand, 
8 
Nicaragua, Norway, Panama, Poland, Sovth Africa and Yugoslavia* 
While the Governnent of the United states arid the United 
Kingdom had by the sumsier of 1943 reached the point where they 
were prepared to seek the dstabllshment of a permanent inter-
national organization to maintain international peace and 
security, the position of the soviet Union had not been clearly 
defined* It was largely due to u*S* Secretary of state 
7* Text in Goodrich and Hanbro, charter of the United nations^ 
p* 669* 
8* Ibid*, p* £70* 
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Gordall UuXX's persuasion that Kr* itoosavelt and Karshall 
Stal in agreed to eoamit ti^ iarasaXvas to the sstablishDent or u 
9 
general international organisation** 
I t i s truely said that the United Nations Organisation 
owes i t s origin in the Declaration General Security adopted at 
the Masooir Conference o£ October 31 | 1943* At that Conference 
Mr. Vyaoheslav Holotov of the USSR, Mr. Anthony Men of the 
united Kingdom, and Mr. Gordell Hiai of the United rotates, met 
under the Chairmanship of Molotov* Chinese /embassador ( to the 
Soviet Union) Mr* i:^ oo ping-sheung subsequently joined the 
10 
declaration* The signatories deelaiedt 
'*They (the four Kationa) recognize the necessity of 
establishing at the ear l i e s t practicable date a 
general international organizatim, based on the 
principle of the sovereign equality of a l l peace 
loving s ta te s , and open to membership by a l l such 
states* large and small* for the maintenance of 
11 
international peace and security* •* 
9* Leland M*Goodrlch, The United liations, p* 22* 
10* i;veryman*s united Nations, seventh edit ion, United nations. 
New York, 1964, p*&* 
11* i^ o^r text oi' Moscow Declaration, see Goodrich and Hambro, 
Declaration of i'our Nations, pp* 671-72* 
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In this d«eXftrAtion for the f i r s t time the big powers 
agreed to the idea of an international organization based on 
the sovereignty and equality of i t s meBihers* r'our weeks later 
another Deolaration was issued (December 1« 1943} from Teheran 
by the President of the TJ,S«A, and the Prime Ministers of 
Great Britain and the Soviet Onion* Through the Teheran Dec-
laration the U«ii»*A», Soviet Russia and Great Britain assmed 
12 
the leadership in discharging that responsibility* 
The f irst blue print of the united ijiations was prepared 
at a oonierenoey known as Diabarton Oaks in Washington* conver-
sations were f irs t held between delegations of the United states, 
13 
the United Kingdon and the soviet Union* China was not allowed 
to participate in this conference as she was not then at war 
with Japan* The objection to China's participation was raised 
by the soviet Union* Although the Soviet Government, however 
objected prior to the conference to including i t (China) on the 
agenda, on the ground that China was not to be represented at 
the meeting and a i?^ our*Power statement was therefore oiit of 
place* It was further argued that a three-Power statement could 
12* A.C.BanerJee. tjffYl^ lgn |£ Qk9X%^V gf Mi^^j tifttflffBt» 
Calcutta 
13* Rvervnan's United Nations. p*5. 
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be issued* Such a erlticlsffl was also taken Into account by 
Churchill : ••China Is not a world fewer equal to Bri tain, the 
14 
United State or Russia*" But a t that t lae United states was 
80 Interested to strengthen the China's pol i t ica l position that 
i t wanted to include China as oiTlclal leader or the United 
I^atlons, even at the cost o£ getting no agreement on this 
15 
time* The U*t»*ii*, Great i>iltaia iuia jhina zei sapu.rateiy at 
Dtmbarton oaks in ^ep tonber•October, 1944* ht tae and o£ the 
ConX'orence, proposals lo r the structure o£ a world orgaiiisiatiori 
were published* Ihe proposals agreed upon by the Tour powers 
were embodied In a dociment ent i t led 'Proposals Tor the Kstab-
lishDent oi' a General International Organization* (October 7 , 
16 
1944)* But there was no agreement on many Issues l ike voting 
procedure in the Sectirity Council (veto) and a new system to 
replace the Mandate system oi' the League of Nations. In the 
course o£ these conversations i t was r inal ly agreed that the 
proposed organization should not be exclusively limited in I t s 
runetions to the maintenance of international peace and security* 
Soviet Union wanted that the dominant and decisive role ot: the 
X4* xftf &flg9nd wgrtd '^'a \ a g lllm^ qf jf'% t^ -/oi.i\r, p*94o. 
16* HOT a de ta i l discussion, soe i-cuth B*i^:*ssel & Jeannette !?• 
Muther • History Qi' u«H> Chai^er. Brookings Ins t i tu t ion, 
1958, pp* 106,129,180,133* 
16. Goodrich and Hambro, Chai'ter Qf the United l^atlons. pp. 
573«>682* 
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major pov«rs should be c l ea r l y es tab l i shed . i«\irthoimore, the 
Soviet Union Ins i s ted tha t In the r i e l d of peace aiid secur i ty 
a l l of substant ive decisions should require ma.lor power unanimity. 
This meant tha t In the i^ecurlty council the f ive pencanent 
members would have a veto power on substant ive dec i s i ons . ( l a t e r 
on | / ranee also adopted tiiose proposals hence the big five^ 
although i^'rance dia not act us u i^poitnoi' lxiC«.use she hud taken 
no pa r t In the Dis&barton oaics aoni'erence). jiha Soviet Union 
vanted a guarantee that the problems which she hud faced during 
the membership of the League should not recur . The United 
s t a t e s and the United Kingdom agreed t h a t the ma.^ or rowers should 
be accorded a special role but they ware liot incl ined to press 
the p r inc ip le in so far as the Soviet Union wiis coccerned. The 
United S t a t e s , a t l e a s t , waiited t c recognize the pr inc ip le of 
17 
equa l i t y *ln form if not in substance. At the insabarton Caks 
conference t^ie general frame work of the new organisat ion was 
decided, but Important questions were leXt t o be decided at a 
fu ture meeting, we may say that the Dumbarton Oaks proposals 
were In-complete In many r e spec t s . 
The provision with respect to the non-self-governing 
t e r r i t o r i e s was not decided, l a rge ly duo to the h o s t i l i t y of 
17 . Goodrich, IJnM^ Hfrtftftnff, pp. 24. 
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Mr* Clmrohll]^ These controversial issues were decided at 
Yalta at a ConTerenee betveen President Roosevelt, prime 
Minister Churchill, and Premier Stalin* on x^ 'ebruary 11,1M5, 
the Conference announced that th i s point had been settled* 
The three leaders then went on to doolaret 
"we are resolved upon tlie eor l ios t possible estab-
lishment with our Al l i e s ox' a general internutional 
organization to maintain pe«ice and security 
'*We have agreed that a Conference oi' United 
Nations should be called to moet at i»(ui /rancisco *•* 
on the twenty-ofifth April 1&46, to prepare the 
Charter oS such an organisation, along the l i n e s 
proposed in the InTonnal conversations of Duobarton 
18 
Caks*" 
On March 5, 1945, the United States , In the name or 
the rour sponsoring Governments (the FdSpublic of ;hina, the 
iaoviet Union, the united Kingdaa and the United states) issued 
invitat ions to forty«rive other signatories or the Declaration 
19 
by United Kations, in accordance with the Yalta agreement* It 
was decided that the material to be considered by the Conference 
IS* m9TmMi*§ yfl3.^ 9<a ^ifcUgftfi P I * ^^* 
1£* Goodrich, yp^v^^ '^^ i^ltfr-ay V* -5* 
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should b« OuBbarton Oaks Proposals| as supplemantod by th« 
Yalta conf«r«no«« 
Subsoqeaentlyy after hoated oxehangas betwvan tha Soviet 
Union on tha ons hand and the United States and the United 
Kingdom on the other, a division that was prophetic of things 
to oome, the oonference voted to Invite the Governments of 
Argentina, the Byelosusslan SSR, the Ukrainian SSR and Denmark 
to send representatives, thus bringing the total number of 
20 
participating Hat ions to flirty* Poland, not represented at 
the oonfereooe, signed i t later and became one or the original 
21 
51 Member States* Finally in April 1945 a ConTerence was 
held In SanTranoisco and i t laid the foundation of the United 
Nation* The Charter, signed by the representatives of f i fty 
nations and ratified, by China, ii'ranoe, the US^ R, the United 
Kingdom and the United States, off icial ly ceme into existence 
on 24 October 1046* The twenty fourth of October i s nov 
universally elebrated as the United Nations Day* 
The negotiations at San i^ranoisoo were not quite smooth. 
The smaller states vamted to limit the discretionary powers of 
20* Ibid*, p* 26* 
21* Kmtwaldheim, Secretary General, xxxth Anniveraarvy 
Basle ifaotori about the United Nations. UH Publications, 
New York, 1975* 
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th« Security Counoil and ospaoially th« influence of ^ e 
major powar* to axtaod tha roXa oJT law, to enlarge the role 
or tha GaDaral Assamblyy and to astand United Nations functions 
i n tha aoononio and social Tiald* Although *the Duabarton 
Oaks rrama work remained v irtual ly Intact*, importiknt dodiXioat-
ions VT9 introduced as a result or bargaining* The Charter 
was f ina l ly adopted, partly as the result of pressure exercised 
by the middle and smaller countries* The specif ie areas o£ 
United Nations actions and the objectives to be achieved were 
more clearly defined* The functions and powers of the General 
Assembly and JSoonomic and Social Council were extended and 
c lass i f ied* Finally i t vaa largely due to the pressure of the 
a&allar s tates that tha amendment provisions of the Dtsnbarton 
22 
Oaks Proposals were revised, and "Article 106" was developed* 
I t i s the result of an attempt to se t up a second method ot* 
amending the charter different from and easier than that found 
23 
in Article 106* 
Main Characteristics of tha U*H* Charters 
The emergence of an international organisation at a 
global l eve l i s a re lat ive ly recent phenaaenon* The Ideals of 
22* if or the f u l l text sea Chapter 11, pp* 4*13* 
23* i^rancia 0*Wiloox and Carl M*Marcy, Propoa c opoaals for Gh^gaa 
in the United Hations* Brookings Inst i tut ions , Washington, 
1655, p« 27* 
13 • 
world goveriiB«nt| a vnlrcrsaX amplr« and ot' ft vorld oitlzenshlp 
had axlstad in al l agas of history. But i t ramainad oonTined 
to apaoulatlon and philosophy* Graat wnpires havo oxistad 
in tha pactf bat thay Laekod tha oharaotaristios oT an intar-
national organisation in tha sansa va understand i t today. 
Tha naad for an intarnational organisation inoraasad vith tha 
ineraasa in tha intensity and rrequeney of intarnational rela-
tions* League of liation i s said to be tha f i r s t uniyersal 
international organisation* But tha inner contradictions 
betvaen the policies of the major partners of tha League led 
to i t s failure* The priraaxy purpose in creating the nev inter-
national organisation (United Naticms) was generally the sioie 
as that oi.' tha League of Nations| which was established '*to 
proBOta international co-operation aikl to achieve International 
peace and saeurity*'* (The Covenant oi' the League of Nations). 
As Leland M« Goodrich observes nha United Nations does 
not represent a break with the past, but rather the continued 
application of old ideas and methods with some changes dew&ed 
24 
necessary in tb» light of past azperience*" 
SA* Lei and M* Goodrich, ^^ rom League of Nations to United 
fiations^, lattratUgiMa .ftrsMtSiUgni voi.i, NO*I 
(i<«bruary 1947}| pp* 6*»2I* 
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Whil« antv«ring tlw question that lAiy v&s the attempt 
not made to revise the eoMotnt and oontlnae the League In 
modified rom* Mr. Leiand M.Goodrloh has stated as rollows: 
x>'lrstly, "the League was associated In people's mind 
with rallurei and It vas thought vise to start with a clean 
break with the past, at least In form*** 
Secoi»ily, '*the tvo governments i^ose active participa-
tion vas considered essential to the success or the nev organi-
sation -—• the United States and the soviet Union —— for 
different reasons vlshed to start afresh* ** 
In spite of the fact that nev organization has many 
similarities vlth the League, It Is obvious that In some 
respects It Is different from lt*s predecessor. There are, 
hovever, noticeable differences betveen some important pro-
visions of the covenant and the chaj^ter, e.g. admission of 
nev Members, voting, vlthdraval of Members, Suspension of 
Members, privileges, maintenance of collective security, treat-
ment of economic and social Issues, ete.,^A.C.BanerJee, Revision 
of Charter of U.N*, p.29.) The U*f«. Charter represented a 
compromise betveen various principles "-^ Idealistic as vei l 
as practical. The U*N.Charter Is a legal docunent based on 
a multilateral treaty. The U.N.O. hoidever, is not merely a 
legal organization,It Is also a political organization. 
The U.H.O* can ask the International Court of 
26. Leiand M.Goodrish, "Yh? V R I W l^ ftli9Rff% P.28. 
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Just le« ror legal advlo«y but i t may or may not ccmply with i t . 
The U.it.O* operates aoeordlng to I ts own rules and procedures 
which i t has the right to change* 
It i s true to say that the objectives oJT the Charter 
are more comprehensive and even far more radical than those of 
26 
the covenant* 
The preamble of the Charter contains the aims and objec-
t ives oi' the U«M« These are l i s t e d in Article I . ar t i c l e 2 
s e t s out principles oi' the U*N» Those principles have to do 
both with the nature and authority o£ the organization aiMi the 
powers and duties oi' Members* The U*N* i s based on the '*sovereig] 
equality** of a l l Members* It also includes certain obligations* 
Art ic le 2f para 7 says that nothing contained in the present 
Charter shal l authorise the U*N* to '^intervene" in the matters 
which are essent ia l ly within the Moraestic Jurisdiction" o£ 
states* The Charter represents the desire oi' the member states 
to solve certain problems between themselves but to with hold 
certain matters which they prefer to retard as their domestic 
afrairs* This has been a lunnlng controversy as to which matter 
i s domestic* 
international disputes under the Charter are to be 
resolved through one or the I'ollowing methods i iSnquiryi 
26* A.C.&anerJee. j^ tfYlglftB tf ^/hW^r tf VnXtft4 M%l9m^ Calcutta, 1961, p*29* 
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negotiation, mediation, good o fr i ces , arbitration, judicial 
settlement* 
The right to individual or eo l lee t lve self-derenoe (as 
through regional pacts l ike HATO, SJUTO etc*} ex i s t s under 
the Charter, tut the security Council should be informed of 
sueh action and the Ch&rter should be respected• 
The International Court of Justice was made an integral 
part of the U^ N* to promote the habit of adjudication through 
international agencies in a set t led and established manner* 
The 0ost oharaot«ristlc feature of the United Nations system 
i s the conoentratloo of authority for purposes of international 
peace and security in the hand of the f ive permanent members 
of the Security Council* But in non*polltlcal a c t i v i t i e s the 
United Nations system i s decentralised* Most of these a i t i v l -
t i e s are performed by autonomous specialized agencies* Under 
Artic le S7 of the Charter the various specialized agencies, 
established by inter governmental agreMients and having vide 
international respons ib i l i t i es in economic, soc ia l , culture:^, 
educational, health and related f i e lds are brought into relation-
ship with the United Nations in accordance v l th the provisions 
29 
of Article 63* 
29* B*Ii*Mehri8h, Intymational Qrganlaations -^tructurea and 
Prooesaasy Vishal Publloationa, Delhi, 1976* 
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Ifl Umtfld ijatlonji A i/mdmrta Smt lit.? 
A r«d«ratlon has tvo Bets or govanments —- a oantral 
govarnment and govarmants o£ oonstituant un i t s . Thare is no 
cantrai govanaent in tha set up oil* the U«r^ « with nations. The 
General Assembly i s not a l e g i s l a t i v e body as state parliaments, 
sure* I t does not make lawS| I t has no power to extract revenues 
from the U«N* uniy the i^eeurity Council has some enroreing 
powers in a limited sense* 
But s t i l l the U»N#^to some extent^cnrtallf? the sovereignty 
o£ states* States are sovereign only in exclusion or those 
obligations which tiiey have aoeapted under the U.N. charter. 
However, the 8t<i.tes, in actual pr&ctioa, are far mora sovereign 
than visualized under the U.N. Charter. The United l^ations 
Charter thus established a word-wide organization not respon-
s ib l e to , or deriving power frcm, regional organizations. 
The Charter in Practice —» Trials and Dllanmafi in APDlioatiant 
The i'ramers of the charter o£ the United Nations, although 
convinced that they had done as well as they could expect to do 
in the oircufflstances, were not certain about the perfectne&s of 
the doounent. As tlie U.^.;;>ecretary or State, described, "the 
30. /ranois o.Wilcox and Carl H.Maroy, Proposi 
in the United Kations^ The Brookings Inst i tut ion , Washington 
D.C. 1956, p.64. 
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31 
Charter was a hman rather than a perfect Instrufflent*" In 
thjs connaetion nany factors are responsible. But i t Is obvious 
that the fai lure of the United riations in sone respects i s not 
due to imperfectness of i t s charter but to i t s Members especial ly 
major powers (Big f ive)* Under the guise of t a l l talks of 
world peace and cooperation they pursued their parochial 
national in teres t , certainly, these ideological conf l icts and 
ccapoting national interests l e f t l i t t l e room for the kind of 
cooperation zieoasaary to the f u l l effectiveness of the United 
32 
Nations* 
The iSmergence oi' the Gold Wan 
One of the basic cause of the i'ailure oi unity among 
the major powers aiid a contributing causo to the weakening 
of the western influence in the new organization was the oner-
gence of coiainunlsa as an ideology challenging the basic assump* 
t lons and values of Western l iberal democracy. The challenge 
was a l l the more ef fect ive bescaiEo, ai'ter war tJie Soviet Union 
33 
was one of the truly great military powers. At San i^'ranclsco 
31* Quoted in V/llcooc and Maroy, P . I . Statement by fonner Bec^ 
retary of s tate •— June 26, 1945, on the occasion of the 
signing of the Charter. U.S. Department of S.B. , Vol.13, 
July 1, 1945, p.13. 
32* Leland M.Goodrioh. "The Changing Hole of the United states 
in the United iHations," India Quarterly^ V0I.X.UII, No.I, (January-March 1976), p.oOi 
33. Leland M.Goodrich, The United nations,, p. 42 . 
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th« d«op 8«atad eoni'Xlots vhloh oxlstad wer« Iiirg«ly subordinated, 
i f only on the surfacet to ocnmon ef iorts to establ ish an orga-
nization which a l l deslred| or at l eas t t'voa which no one cased tc 
be excluded* But after the Charter was written and came into 
34 
f oroei disagre^aents between Moscow and the west beocBae more 
open and numeroiis* Mutual suspicion and distrust were obvlotisly 
on the increase* St i l ly the note of ideological ooriflict was 
being l ight ly struck* !^en during the debates in the f i r s t 
session of General Assembly on dlsaaoament, there was no such 
propagandistIc speeches which were to characterize la ter d i s -
cussion of dlsasnaaent and other issues* By 1947-48^ the cold 
War was in f u l l force* The incompatibility of communism and 
Western democratic values aiKi principles case on the surface, 
soviet Union started propaganda emphasizing the alleged abuses 
o£ the Western cap i ta l i s t system^ i t s denial of basic social 
and economic rights , and i t s exploitation of the subject colonial 
peoples* In response, the western democracies, especial ly the 
united s t a t e s , stepped up their efforts to show that in practice 
cotmaunism was the instrtnent of Soviet Imperialism and meant the 
denial of basic h!man r ights , the oomplote subordination of the 
individual to the s ta te , and the complete subjection of mill ions 
of people to a tota l i tar ian system based on exploitation of the 
many by the few and, of necessity, committed to efforts to main-
tain and extend i t s power by brute force* Differences become 
34* Ibid*, p* 44* 
25 
sharpened, and positions v«r« taken on moral grounds* This 
strugi;I« had a disastrous «rreot on tho Unitdd Nations as an 
international organisation i'or maintaining peace and security 
and affected profoundly the attitude of the United ^States 
36 
towards the organisation* 
lh» f9ffgfaff^ftff Pr P9%P, §Jl<l9 of ?IVff^ ?W W?^ponst 
Ihe Second factor which helped to divide the m«.jor powers 
after the War was the nature of their pover rBlsvtions, and the 
development of a condition of blpolarity which vas encouraged 
by the ideological conf l ict between the two super powers (US''R 
and USA) and recent technological developmants* Cf those deve-
37 
lopments, that of atcmic weapons has been the most Important* 
The appearance of the atomic bcmb only u few weeks after 
the San r*rancisco Conference, however, created suspicions 
whether the new world organization had beon ondowed vith sxiff 1-
c lent powers to cope with now sl':uations in which the threatened 
38 
use of new weupons QL mass destruction would bo aver present* 
/rom the soviet point of view, the fact that th is weapon had 
35* Ibid*, pp* 44<i>45* 
36* Goodrich, (fn*31), p*52* 
37* Leland M.Goodrich, ItW Pn^lS^ l^ ftUffqgt ?• 46* 
38* Wilcox and Harcy, rroposals for Jhant^es in the U . K , . D , 1 . 
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b««n sacratly developed and used without previous consultation 
to bring Japan quickly to the TLneQa- m^ y^ have seemed an added 
reason for dealing with tiie United states as a suspected and 
39 
potential eneny instead ot' a trusted al ly and collaborator. 
Meanwhile various suggestions were made Tor a world govarcment 
or some other kind or Supranational authority to challenge 
the new situation* Day by day people were losing raJth in the 
erfioacy ol' th is ini.emational orguniiiatioii| and voices were 
being raised I'or the revision oi' che l).N«Gharter to siake i t 
a better instrument ^or the promotion of world peace, prosperity 
and security* There are certain inherant defects , aiid certain 
other factors which are proving to be th>3 antithesis of tlie 
paci f ic settlement of disputess or the maintenance of sia«uxlty« 
The charter of the United liations i s in the words of 
Mr* Vol let , '*over slzaplif led in some respects and unnecessarily 
40 
complex in others* ** 
The Charter purposes and principles which were to provide 
guide l ines to members In the discharge oi their r e s p o n s i l i l i t i e s 
as members ware more in the nature of principles than rules oi 
39* Leland H* Goodrich, The United nations, p* 48* 
40* 'boated In K*H*Sinlia, "The uevision of the U*ti*Uhai'ter 
It^ g Hg^ qrn i^^ yjw ^^ 0*99, Apru, lose, p*287. 
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latf capable of judlolaX Intei 'pretat ion* In angr case, I t was 
made c l ea r when the Charter was draTted tha t the In te rpre ta t ion 
or these 9>a purposes and pr inolnlea was an act which individuals 
41 
re ta ined the r igh t to perform* 
The provision of veto fo r the "Big f ive" (U.S.A., U.S.S.R, 
China, U.K. and / ranee) has beon proved tha main o l s t a c l e in 
the way of smooth working of Unitad : ;a t ions . 'hlcsh tho major 
powers supposed to be necessary for the maintenance of i n t e r -
na t iona l peace and seour i ty has proved t o be a CGtxm of Cold 
war between iSast and West. 
Ihe author i ty and lunct ions of the United liations have beer 
l imi ted by clause 3 of the Charter reiat i r ig t o the dcsmestic 
j u r i s d i c t i o n . 
The In te rna t iona l court oi" Jus t i ce has no corapulsory 
j u r i s d i c t i o n over l ega l disputes a r i s ing between the individual 
Moabers. 
The amending procedure oi the char te r Is too r i g i d . 
Although Art ic le lOS es tab i i shos a some-vhat dii ' fercnt procedure, 
i t i s cortaln-4>y no e a s i e r than tha t anvizagoc^ in Art ic le 108. 
A permanent EieciLer can not , by i t s n-gative vote , provent the 
oonveninc of a General Conference, under the terms of par^^raph 2 
4 1 . Goodrich, ( f n . d l ) , p . 5 0 . 
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o£ Article XOGf hovever^ a pexaanent member can prevent an 
aaendment to the Charter Srca ccnlng Into rorcetgr fa l l ing to 
sat i s fy It* The process or amendment Is just as long and Just 
42 
ae dUTioult under one art ic le as under the other* 
The time factor i s important in another respect* .-/hon 
the U*N* Charter came into i'orca In 1546, there were only 51 
members* The menibershlp has no:^  roachaid abcut 144, At the 
San jf'ranclsco the role of smaller and silddle s late was not a 
br i l l i an t one* But the emergence of new nation?? In A-^ la and 
Africa changed the power balance* The U*N* must change and 
learn to respond to new r e a l i t i e s of InternaticaiRl l i f e If i t 
i s to be more effective* In the thre-s decades that have elpased 
since the United Nations was established, the world has not 
stood s t i l l * Important changes have taken place in the world 
p o l i t i c a l system* The United i-Jations has in the co' rse of 
functioning in a changing world environment became a quite 
different organization from that which was envisated in 1946* 
Hany constitutional developments through informsl changes have 
been taking place in the U*N* system* But i t should be kept 
in mind that there are important differences In the results 
produced by such methods and by amendments* The infomel 
42* Wilcox & Harcy, Proroaals for Changes in the n.!:. , pp, 
27,29,30,35* 
changes are much less peimanent in eharaotori while & rorraal 
amendisent i s rixmly embedded In the €harter i'or years tc ccme. 
A formal axendmenti onoe in eXXeoti i s binding on a l l the 
Members o£ the United iiations* Soae may question the l ega l i ty 
or the constitutionality oi' the changes so far made in the 
United Nations* The only prorision In the 6h£irter relating 
to i t s interpretation i s trie one iiiipilea u\ >.,rtlci9 t€>^ under 
which the GeoertJ. ^sse^Lly oi ihe wGCv.rity Jov^acii au^ i-jtiii-st 
the International Court o£ Justice to glvo PH advisory opinion 
•on any legal question*• Such opinions, however, have no 
43 
binding leg&l effect* 
4 3 , Wilcox «Lnd .i&roy, Pi-OLOsals for Changes in the li .Ii , , 
pp* 12-32* 
C H A P T 15 R II 
PROVISIONS 
On the occasion vhen the President of the United states 
presented the Charter or the united fiations to the Jenate in 
1945, he made a etatwient to the poss ib i l i t y of modifying the 
document in future to meet the changing needs. He saidt * Improve' 
ments w i l l come in future as the United Nations gain experience 
with the machinery and methods which they have set up* i^ or 
th i s i s not a s t a t i c treaty* I t can be Improved —>» and, as 
the years go by, i t w i l l be —— Just as our own constitution 
has been improved** 
This statement shows that the fraaers of the U*N* 
Charter realized the fact that the world of the future i^ ould 
require a f l ex ib le Charter* The nece^^sity of incorporating 
a formal aaending procedure was recognised at the very i n i t i a l 
stage* The Dumbarton Oaks proposals containad the following 
provision for amencbnent of the Charters 
"Amenctatents should come Into force for a l l members of 
the organization, when they have been adopted by a vote of two 
1* ;iuoted in WUoox and fiarcy, Prepggid, 4'qy ffhiRFftS j.n ftft 
UBl^4 flfttigRBt Brookings Inst i tut ion, Washington, 1966, 
pT»* 
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thirds or the ladab^rs of the Genaral Assombly and satisfied 
In aooordanoe with their respective constitutional process 
by the members oT the organizationi having permanent mmnbership 
on the Seeiirity Council and by a majority o£ the other manbars 
2 
of the organization** 
At the San x^ranoiseo aonferenoe^ the formal amercing 
process, which was bound up with the probl^i ol* the veto, became 
the subject of great controversy* Many of the provisions of 
the Charter —— especially those relating to the privilagad 
position of the groat powers «-» vere the result of uzieasy 
oompromlses and had been agreed to only after long and painful 
Conf«'rtnce 
negotiations* At the San r^anoisoo/two different methods of 
amending the Charter were finally agreed upon* One procedure 
is set forth in Article 106 and the other in Article 109. 
Article 108 is a ift modified version of the provision of the 
3 
Dumbarton Oaks proposals and runs as followst 
'Amendments to the present Charter shall come into force 
for all Mwobers of the United Nations when they have been 
adopted by a vote of twOi»thirds of the momrers of the General 
2* Hambro JSdvard and Goodrich, Leland M*, Charter of the u 
B i t l W J ff«BftntiirY,infl ^Miagn^a* Boston, world Peace foundation, 1649, p*582* 
3* A.C.BanerJee - rt^Ylfflgn tf gfaW g^r 9f Mi^9^ M%i9f»f A* Mukherjee & Co., Calcutta, 1961, p*42* 
oliai 
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Assembly and ratiJfied i n acoordanee with t h e i r respect ive 
cons t i t u t ion*! processes by two th i rds or tho Members oi" the 
United Nations, Including a l l the permanent members of the 
4 
Secur i ty counci l . • 
Two d i s t i n c t step? ara incorporated in Ar t ic le 108. 
/ I r s t Stagei 
The procedure or amandment begins with the adoption of 
a r e so lu t ion by the General Assembly. A quai i r ied majority 
or two-thirds I s necessary. 
Second Stages 
;imei^ments adopted by the General Ass^sably do not come 
In to force u n t i l r a t i f i c a t i o n by two th i rds of the membershij , 
including r a t i f i c a t i o n by a i l permanent members of the Security 
Council . This enables any of the Great powers t o veto an 
amendment, regardless of the over whelming o r , indeed, unanl* 
mous support i t may h&ve received from other Members of the 
Organization, on the o ther hand, once an aniendment i s ra t i f i ed 
by the r equ i s i t e major i ty , i t becomes binding on a l l Members, 
not excepting those voted against i t in the General iissenibly or 
5 
have with-held r a t i f i c a t i o n . 
4 . The Charter of the United i^ationa. 
5 . iionaan iientwioch ^ Andrew Ma^^tto. GonmientarY on the Charter 
of the United i^ationsy London 1950, p . 187. 
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It i s clear that the Initiative as well as the preliminary 
choice in regard to amendment l i e s with the General Assembly) 
the concurrence of the Security Council is not raqiiired at a l l , 
1£ the proposal is not ao<Mtptabla to two thirds oi the m«&bers 
of the General Asswably i t Tails* But the veto comes into 
play as voon as the Initial stage i s over* Thus any one of the 
permanent members can prevent the entry into force of an ameiid-
ment even though i t may be ratified by al l other members of 
the l}*Ji«0* Article 108 provides %alte clearly that satisfied 
amendments ''shall come into force for all Members of the United 
6 
Nations* ** 
Sow a ({aestlon arises that, does Article 108, then 
provide a flexible process of amendments? Different writers 
have given different views* In one sense, even though the five 
major powers (OSA, DSSR, UK, China, t /ranee) have iiot the 
special privilege of veto, tho amending process set forth in 
7 
the Charter is a comparatively flexible one* 
B.M* tHehrish observes that, "In some respects, the 
Charter of the United Nations is much like the constitution VH: 
6* The Ghartar of the United flations. Chapter X/III Article 
106* 
7* /rancis 0.Wilcox and Carl M.Marcy, Proposals for Chanp.es In 
the United I^ atioriSf. Crooking Institution Washington, 
1955, p*a6« 
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of the United s t a t e s* Both are Tai r ly r ig id In character because 
they contain ra ther d i r r i c u l t amendment procedures. The U.M. 
Char ter l i k e the U«S. cons t l tu t lon i was designed to lay a broad 
base Tor an I n s t i t u t i o n , which might develop to meet changing 
8 
needs* 
The procedure se t i o r t h In Ar t i c le 108 was not enough, 
and a large number oi' p a r t i c i pan t s —• p a r t i c u l a r l y *the middle 
and smaller s ta tes* were not ra t iXied with the Charter as I t 
emerged at San r 'ranelsco conference* Some delegates argued 
t h a t they would be imable to secure r a t i r i c a t l o n of tho In s t ru -
ment In t h e i r s t a t e s unless assurances could be given t h a t , 
wi th In a reasonable period of time, there would be un oppor-
tun i ty t o review the Charter and strengthen i r s provisions in 
the l i g h t of experience, / o r t h i s / . r t i c l e 109 was developed, 
providing for a general coni'arence for review or rev is ion of 
the Charter . I t wac the r e su l t 'of an attempt to sot up a 
second method of amending the Charter d i f fe ren t from and 
9 
e a s i e r than tha t found in Ar t ic le 108* Apart from i t s r i g i d i t y , 
10 
ArtAel« 106 provided only Cor *peace meal* amendments, 
8* B.N*Mehrish, jjat^rntt^fflfA orsmjl^f^long a^rwfftegg ^ 
Processes T. V.P* Public alliens, Delhi , 1976, p* 386* 
9 . Wilcox & Marcy, Proposals for Changes in the U.N.. p*27* 
10* A.C.banerjee, i.evlslon ol" Charter of United l^atlons, p*670. 
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! • • • ooeftsional fflodirioatlon or one Artlole or another} It 
orrered l i t t l e scope i'or a broad serutlny oS the provisions 
of the Charter In the l ight of Its practical working* 
!• "A Qeneral Conference of the Members of the united 
Hatlons • for the puxpose of reviewing the present Charter may 
be held at a date and place to be fixed by a two thirds vote 
of the members of the Qeneral Assmbly and by a vote of any 
seven members of the Seetirlty council* Each Member of the 
United Stations shall have one vote in the conference* 
2* Any alternation of the present Charter reoaninended hj 
Come into 
a two thirds vote of the conference shall/effect when ratified 
In aooordanoe with their respective constitutional process by 
two thirds ol' the Honbers of the iieourlty Council* 
3* If such a Conference has not been held before the tenth 
annual session of the General Asseiably following the coming 
Into force of the present Charter^ I2ie proposal to call such 
a Conference shall be placed on the agenda ot' that session of 
the Qeneral Asseoblyi and the conference shall be held If so 
decided by a majority vote of the members of the Qeneral Assembly 
11 
and by a vote of any seven mambers of the Security Council* 
Azuendment to Article 109f which come into force In 19€8| raised 
from seven to nine the maaber of votes required in Xh9 i>eourlty 
Council to covena a Qeneral Conferei^e for reviewing the charter* 
11. The Charter of the Dnitad Mations, Chanter X7IIIt AvUel« 
Article 109* 
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ArtloX« 109 VM introduced in the charter aTtar a pro-
longed and heated debate* On the opening Asy or the ssua 
/ranoisoo conferenoe^ the United states delegation agreed on 
the text of an artiole to be inserted in the :;harter» This nav 
Article provided that a General com'erenoe to review the charter 
Bight be called vhen-ever three (jaarters of the General Assetably 
and dii^ seven fflembers of the Security Council so voted* "St 
also provided that any anendnents recoouaended by a two thirds 
vote of euoh a eo&Terenoe would take effect when ratified by 
two thirds o£ the Meabers of the Organi2atiori| including the 
five peTBanent Bembers of the Security Council* There are 
essentially the provisions of i'irst two paragraph of Article 1091 
as they were aeeepted by the coni'erence* But some delegations 
at San is^ranolsoo Conference wisl^d to go beyond that* They 
argued that the convening of the General conx'erence should be 
Bade easierI and a date for the Conference should be Indicated* 
This point also becai&e a controversy between two groups of 
delegates* Some insisted that a fixed date be set , praferably 
five or seven years after the establisinent of the new organiza* 
tion* Other group of delegatoS| following the lead of Brlzil 
and Canadai suggested (pxlaarily thiz idea appeared by Brazil in 
a suggestion to require the General Assembly to meet every five 
3pears to consider Charter revision} that the Conference might 
be made mandatory at seme undesignated time wlth-in a period of 
12 
five to ten years* T)ie sponsoring goveznaents were bargained 
12* VdilcoK & Marcy, pp* 28«»29* 
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dovn to a ocapronlse fozauXa enaotdd Into Article 109 oX the 
13 
Charter* 
No guarantiee was provided that the proposed General 
Gonx'erence would be convened within a definite period of timei 
i t was laid down that *the proposal to call such a Conference 
shall be placed on the agenda* of the tenth annual session 
oX' the General Assenbly if such a General Conference had not 
been held before that session* Thus a time lljmlt oi* a kin^ 
was introduaedy but i t did not laean that a General conference 
wil l be convened on any fixed date* The ozU.y assurance i s thut 
the qaastion oi' calling the conference wil l be placed on the 
agenda of the General Assembly^ Sifter XMn years have elapsed* 
This in i t se l f is not a concession of any great noment because 
under the Rules of procedure of the Assembly, any M s^ber has 
the right to request that an itttca be placed on the agenda, and 
the Ass«Bbly approves i t s ^enda by a simple majority vote* 
one significant concession, however, should be noted* 
If ten years elapse, and the question of calling a General 
Conference i s autoaatically placed on the agenda of the Assembly, 
the decision to call the conference nay be taken by a majority 
vote of i t s members instead of the two thirds vote required 
13* B*h*MehBish, taurBiUftRft]. orfiSttteitXftM SVriAgtVirfg w^ 
i, p* 387* frgggaa^g  
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under paragrapbs one of Article 1(^* This deelsion si ist be 
concurred in by an afximifctive vote or any seven (nov alne) 
members o£ the Security Council* A permanent member can notf 
l^ i t s negative votoi prevent the convening of a General 
Conferenee* 
BasioaiXyy howeveri tliere i s l i t t l e diri'erence from a 
lega l point of view betveen Art ic le 108 uid Article 109» The 
General Conference contemplated in Article 109 has tlie sacie 
ecxnposition as the General Assembly referred to in Article 
108* In both eases each Member of the United Nations vrould 
be represented and would have one vote l ikewise , any amendment 
approved by either the General Assembly or the General Conference 
would require a two thirds vote of the entire membership of 
14 
the United Nations* 
Any * alteration* or *«aencfaaent* would come into force 
under exactly thd sams procedures • naaelyf through rat i f i cat ion , 
in accordance with their constitutional processes, by two thirds 
of the Members of the United Nations including the f ive permanent 
16 
members of the Security council* 
14* Wilcox and Marcy, p* 29* 
16. U*S* I>epartment of State , charter of the United Kations 
Report to the Present on the Itesults of the San i?1*anciseo 
Conferencf; pp* 817-18* see also lioman bent wich and 
Andrew Mart in. Cnmmentarv on the caiarter of the United 
Matione^ p* 189* 
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thus the priTilege given to the permanent members of 
the Seeurity CoaoclX under Article 108 remains in tact under 
Article 109(2)« 
Article 109y as i t was f ina l ly adopted, provides no easier 
process9 Tron a legal point of v iev , for changing the Charter 
than does Article 106* The process of anendoient is just as 
long and Just as d i f f i cu l t under one art ic le as under the 
other* And there i s no reason to suppose that a ftindamental 
change in the charter that has been rejected by the General 
Assembly would muster any more support in a General Conference 
cal led under Article 109* 
iiut one important difference between Article 108 and lOf 
should be noted* Artield 109 envisages a 'review' of the 
Chart«r| which might be something <$xlf different froQ the 
revision or amendment cont«Dplated in Article 108* 
According to some eomnentatorsi "the General Conference 
procedure would seem to have greater psychological than substaii* 
17 
t ive importance* Psychological impotftaiuse l i e s in the apparent 
readiness of the Great powers to provide opportunities for 
reviewing the Charter periodically and in tho expectation of 
16* A*C*Banerjee, ^ v i s i o n oT Gharf r of b.H., p* 61* 
17* i<eland M.Goodrioh and 'Jdvard Hanbro, chartey or the United 
Nations, noamentary and Documents, i>oston. World Peace 
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*the middle and smallor* oountrias that the prlvll^^ges or the 
pamanent meabers o£ the See^irlty Coanoil would be subject to 
assessment in the l ight of experience* 
The inclusion a£ Article 109 in the charter was treated 
by the Great Powers as a temporary p o l i t i c a l expedient, an 
unreal concession to tho suscept ib i l i t i e s or tha *u.lddle and 
aaaller* Powers whose oonourrenoe w&s necessary In 1^5 Tor the 
establishment ol an eriTectlve^ Inteini^tionbl Gig tails at ion* 
Whatever thdir i n i t i a l attitude might have been, tho Great 
Powers were not prepared after 1946 to work the arrarigsment 
oonteomlated in Article 109 in a constructive arid accooiniodating 
spir i t* 
Wilcox and i4arcy argued that there are certain practi-
ca l benefits of the amending procedure incorporated under Article 
109* The proposals for constitutional amendment could be d i s -
cussed more eas i ly i n a General conference called for the 
purpose than In an ordinary' session of the Genaral assembly in 
which the attention of tlie Members would be diverted to an 'over 
19 
flowing agenda** 
18* A*C*baQsrJee, tigYJSiffl g^ whitrtW 9f VflUg4 ^fttlftfiSt 
pp* 62«63* 
19* Wilcox and narcy, ahanges for the Revision of U.K. Charter, 
p. 30* 
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They further &rgiiedy ''the atmosphere In a Genoral 
ConTerencej or Indeed, In a special session o£ the General 
Assembly called SOT reprieving the Charter« should be much more 
conductive to a balance appraisal of the various arguments 
relat ing to review and revision* That vould be the task or 
such a conference or specitd session* It *^oaId te convendd for 
that specif ic purpose. Delegations would be briefed cm th^ 
issues involved and woi?ld have instructions from thalr govern-
20 
ments*" 
As far as tlieory i s concerned th is argimont i s not 
without subatanoef but h i s tor ica l ly i t has been found to be 
wrong* On the whole» proposals for reviewing the Cli&rter have 
been approached f rota the stand point of p o l i t i c a l interest and 
the desire for a balance appraisal of the various arguments 
21 
has played (|uite a major part in the controversy* 
ThusI i t i s obvious that the great powers were not 
interested in Charter review particularly in matters which 
affected thair privileged position* That i s also the reason 
for introducing certain r i g i d i t i e s in the amending process of 
the Charter* These are two basic issues which the great powers 
20 | Ibid*, pp* 30-31* 
21* A.C*Baoerjee, pp* 63-64* 
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vouXd not l i t e to give up* one such issue is the balance o£ 
relationship between the rive major poversi (U«£»«A«, U»2«S«K«, 
U«K«9 China and France) and tha other aaaXl and middle powers* 
The other basic issue i s the relat ion between the great powers 
thenselves* The 'veto* or the Tive pera&i^nt meiabers or the 
Security council i s well sai'egiji&rded In th^ amemin?; process oT 
the Charter and they ET^ not obllgad to lose this privilege with-
out thalr oorisent. I t is v/ell imown thtit since the beginiiing 
the Soviet Uni(») has consistently opposed aziy attempt at revision 
or Charteri particuarly the attempt to modify the unanlnity rule 
ODong the 'Big powers'. But the at t i tude of the United s ta tes 
22 
has beenchanging with the changing circumstances* 
On the tenth Anniversary o£ the United l4ations in 1955, 
The United s ta tes made QQCtensive preparation jiTor charter review* 
The iUnerican Senate authorized a 8ub»oommittee o£ the Committee 
on if'oreign Relations to study proposals on tii© Charter revision* 
But at 232Srd plenary raeeting, or General /issemblyi on 17th 
December 1074| the united States made a statement against the 
revision of the Charteri 
it 
**In the opinion or my delegation|/ i s i'ar more liliely 
to lead to a strengthening o£ the United Nations than any 
2 2 . i)*K*Mehri3h, XR||rR»ii;gfliai 9rfi§rfliit^;L9fifft ^tmg^vfffs ftafl 
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attempt at whole sole xeviev of the charter* " 
"We do not vleir the Charter as some r ig id , Ini lexible 
document vhloh vould foree the r e a l i t i e s of the present, the 
Immediate past, or the future into a mould suitable only for 
83 
the world of 1845, •« 
In 10£6, during the lOtt session of tiie a^mrfcl Assembly, 
there was great Interest In Charter revis ion, Yanr Private 
Organizations in the United States, such as the the Brookings 
Ins t i tu t ion , the Carnegie l3ndowment for Intomaticnal peace, 
the International Law Association and th© :;ommlsslon to study 
the Organisation of Peace, also mednifested an Interest in XYIB 
24 
problem of charter revieion* But the world opinion and Inter-
national p o l i t i c s in 1956 was not In favour of holding the 
Conference* So far i t has not been summoned and this item 
remains on the agenda of the Ganoral Assembly* 
The 0*R* charter has been lorroally aoencled f Ivo times 
during the period of thirty years* Amendments to \ r t l c la 23, 
27 and 61 of the Charter were adopted by the General Assembly 
on December 17, 1963 and these eotered into force on August 31 , 
23* Beport of the Ad Hoc Committee on the charter of the IJ.N. 
General Aaaambjy yfj-icial ^^aeordai Thirtieth Session, 
Supp* Ko*33,^A/10033), J.;oo . 
24* B*U*Mekrish, p* 390* 
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1965, liy which dat* a total of 96 states had ratified the 
amendaants* 
An araai^ Sment to article 23 Incrdased the membarship oX* 
tha saoiirlty Couneil rzora alavan to Tirtaan, flva parmanant 
mambars (U»S*A«| U«S«s«H«, 0«K*| China and i^ 'ranea) and tan 
nonopaxBanant Debars* 
Articla 27 of the Gharteri as fimendad| provides nine 
votes for tha adoption oX' resolution by the Security Council 
Instead oi' seven* All procedural ar^ d non procedural matters 
accordingly require nlrM votes for adoption$ but resolution on 
non procedural matters (l*e« substantive matter) are to be 
adopted by nine votes which should Include the concurring votes 
of the five permanent mmabera of the Security Council* 
Under an raiendEaent to Article 61 which took effect In 
1965, the Koonomlc and Social Council was enlarged from 18 to 
27 merabars* In 1971, the Assembly approved a further amendment 
to Increaae tha Council*s membarship to 54« The oaendment 
entered into force in 1973* 
Amendment to Article 109, which came into force in 1968, 
raised from seven to nine the number of votes required in the 
Security Counell to convene a General conference for reviewing 
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25 
the Ghartery (Inoludlng date and plaoo)* 
;rnfomal Mandmanta of the a>K.CliarteTt 
As far as the Informal changes are oonoernedt United 
Nations with the passage of time and ohanging world enviroment 
became a different organisation that was envisaged in 1945* 
It i s well known fact that when the procedure of amend-
ments (formal) iiusorporated in a Charter or a constitution of 
an organization are too rigid to allow necessary ehanges« other 
ways and means wil l be found to achieve the desired ends. When 
certain provisions of the Charter have proved to be inapplicable) 
substitute arrangements have been improvised* 
The Charter of the United Nations since it*s birth has 
been subjected to variety of Infoimal asmndmentst (1) through 
the non-ifflplsmentation of certain provisions oi' the charter) 
(11) Through a process of informal Charter Interpretation; 
( i l l ) Through the conclusion of supplementary treaties or 
organs 
agreements) and (iv) through the creaticm of * Special/and 
26 
agencies* * 
25* Kurt waldhuiffi, m^M^ ABfl|Ytr8iiryi fet^jg iM\9n AfeffWS 
t^t Unitad Katloi^y Unitad Mationa Public a t ! ona^ Saw York^ 
1975, pp* 3*4* 
26* WUooz and ifarcy. Proposals for Changes in tha Unitad 
MdmiAt PP* 2*10. 
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Ihes9 Infoxnal Qhanges have affected the provision or 
the Charter although Uie text has heen unchanged* In sone 
eases they have created seeing holes in thedoeuient as i t was 
drafted at San Francisco* In otli^r oases they have merely 
f i l l ed the gaps. In s t i l l other oases they have charted nev 
27 
pi^ ths of prepress for the U«li* 
Some jiffiportant articles of the Charter have already 
fal len into disuse* Others have been applied in a way that 
28 
those who participated in the San f^ancisoo had not imagined* 
In a nomlAr of instancesf organs or Members of the 
United Nations have disregarded or have failed to implament 
certain provisions of the Charter* As a result, several articles 
which the frmers believed were highly jlaportant in makii^ the 
united Nations an effective instrment for maintaining world 
peace, have already fallen into disuse* The best example is 
Article 43* According to this Article (43) the m^tbers oi* l^e 
united Nations agreed to make available to the Sectirity Council 
the armed forces, assistance and other fac i l i t i e s necessary for 
27* Euth B*Bussell, *Changing Patterns of Constitutional 
Development*, In|trBfrt;Mf3L toftfllfi^49Bf ^ol* XIX, 
No«3 (Summer 1965), pp* 410«42D« 
28« Wilcox and Harohy, p*0* 
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the purpose or malntalQlag IntemationaX peaoa and ^emirlty* 
Jb\3t duo to the internal polit ies of the major powers, the agree-
ments referred to in Article 43 hai^ e never oorae into existence 
and that provision of the Charter remains a dead latter* The 
similar situation exists with respect to Article 44,45|46,48 
and most of Article 47, which relate to the use of amed forces 
by the Security Council and which are largely contingent on 
29 
the entry into force of Article 43« 
The collective security ^sten was put on test in Korea 
in I960 and i t was a failure* A major development thus took 
plaee in the U*li« Syst«a« It was the o&argence of the peace 
30 
keeping operational function known as *preventive diplomacy** 
le 
Article 06 (I) of tix9 Charter saysi "The General Assembly 
or the security Council may request the International Court at* 
Justice to give an advisory opinion on any 'Q.egal (inestion*** 
under Article 96 (2) "other organs of the United Nations 
and specialized agencies, which may at any time be so authorized 
by the Gei^ral Assembly, may also request advisory opinions of 
29« Wilcox and Harcy, pp* ll«>12* 
30* quoted in B.N.Mehrish, Ifllif m|jii9B<^t 9r«iRA?ftUfmf 
tho court on X«gaX qpestions arising vlth-in the scopo of their 
ax 
aotivitidfl*** 
This i s the only provision in the charter relating to 
i t s interpretation* The decisions of the International Court 
of Justice have no binding legal effects . In practice, the 
organs tuid Meabers of the United Nations have fe l t free to 
interpret the various articles of the Charter as they have 
seen fit* Conse^tiontlyi any interpretation that a provision of 
the Charter might reasonably have, In the opinion of a majority 
of the Members, can prevail in any particular instance* This 
f lttsibil ity in the charter had led to a maber of developments* 
One of the most significant oi' these developments relates to 
the a l l important q^astions of voting in the Sectsrity Council* 
Article 27 (3) of the Charter provides tliat for other than 
procedural matters decisions of the i^eourity Council are to be 
made by an affimation vote of seven m«abers (nov nine) including 
the concurring votes 04' the permanent members* ** 
There was no provision about the abstention of the par-
manent members* But vhen the Soviet Union was absent from the 
meeting of the l^rea* s question in 1950, a convention vas 
developed that U a pezmanent member abstains then i t i s not 
31* Charter of U.K., chapter XIV, Article 96. 
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regarded as a veto* With only four permanent members present) 
the oouncll had talceii decision to solve the existing problem 
in a way hardly contemplated by the signatories of the Charter 
at the i»an Francisco Conference* 
Thus the new interpretation o^ Article 27 (3) has intro» 
duoed a substantial change in the cooncil's procedure o£ 
32 
voting* 
Article 73 (e) i s also interpreted In a way that i t 
modiried the provision regarding nonselT government territories 
as not incorporated in the actual text* According to that 
Article the Member States are obligated to submit i> to the 
Secretary-General I '*ror infozmation purposes | "^ data o£ a tech* 
nlcal nature relating to the economi0| social , and educational 
conditions in the non*self»governin^ territories for which they 
are responsible* This language does not grant to any U*N*organ 
the authority to deal with the information furnished or to make 
recommendations about it* 
The General Ass«nbly| howeveri has gone considerably 
beyond the letter of Article 78* In 1949 i t created a Special 
by a 
CCRBmittee/BSs* 332 (I\r}y Deo* 2 , 1949, This resolution estab-
lished the especial committee for a period of three years* 
32* Wilcox and Marcy, Proppsalsjfor the Changes in the United 
K&tipnfij p* 13* See also, N*J* Paaelford, *The use of the 
ve toS IntgrBfttl9Rftl QnmUMm (J^ n^e 1948)* 
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to «X8aine the InToxnation trarusnittdd and to sulmit reports 
ther«-on to the GtndraX A88«nbl7» 
Tha AssffQbly has gradually axpandad Its inriuenoa in the 
process oi: deeolonlzation* Another slgniTloant ohange in tho 
powers and functions or the U«K* has taJton place In the inter-
pretation of Article 2 (7) ox' tim Charter, commonly called the 
* domestic Jurisiiotion* clause f vhieh has alwa^ s^ been invoked by 
South Africa* The Genoral /iss^sbly has otit-rightly condamc^ 
south Africa for i t s racial pol it ics and i t s links %rith Western 
33 
countries and has allobred i t s ovn interpretation to prevail* 
The most important o£ the chojiges effected through 
* infozmal amendments* relate to the shift oi' ^nphasis from the 
Security Cooxttil to the Gez^ral Assttably* At the San ifrancisco 
Conference, much ^aphasis was placed on the primary responsibillt] 
of the oounoil for the maintenance of world peace* It was so 
organised as to be able to fuiKstioa continuoi^sly* iirmed forces 
were to be placed at i t s disposal* It could make decisions 
binding on al l Member States* ilie Assembly, on the other hand, 
was designed to be a much less powerful organ* It was scheduled 
to meet in regular animal sessions* It was to have no armed 
forces at i t s disposal* I t could not make decisions binding on 
Members* Its tpain weapons were discussion and debate aM control 
33* B*ii*Hehrish, Inteirnational QreaniaationSf Structures and 
frggffgSfgt P«^3* 
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34 
o£ th« united Nations purse springs* By the 1950 i t had baoone 
oloar that ths seoi r i ty Coonoil on aocount of laek of unani-
mity maong i t s members was inea^able of dealing v i th breaches 
of peace promptly* jfailure or the Security Council had been 
witnessed in the case of Korean conf l ict when the U«3*A* passed 
a resolution in the absence OJL' t l^ U*s*s*R* ''Uniting for Peace 
36 
Resolution* was basically meant to provide the General Assembly 
with ef fect ive means to check the escalation of small disputes 
into large conflagration* By various devices | including the 
creation in 1947 of the Interim Coomittee, ways and means have 
been found to keep the Asswubly in continuous sess ion i f Mce-
ssary* This committee was established by a resolution of the 
36 
General Assembly in 1947 for one yeari continued in 1948 for 
another year, and re-established Indefinitely by a resolution 
37 
of the Assembly in November 19^* The purpose of this committee 
was to strengthen the Assembly to take action in certain cases. 
TodayI the Assembly may be convened in an emergency 
sess ion within 34 hours* I t may make (within certain l imit) 
reoonmendations to the Members for co l lec t ive measures^including 
34* Wilcox and Marcy, p* 16* 
3S* Kes* 377(V}, Nov* 3 , I960* 
36* Bes* III ( I I ) , NOV* 13, 1947* 
37* Hes* 295 (17) , Nov. 21 , 1949* 
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38 
thft use o£ annad foroes* 
Apart rrom the poimrs oT the Assembly the InTluenoe 
exerolsed by the Secretary General has been one o£ the Important 
developaents within the United nations* 
The Charter o£ the United nations has been r\:rthar 
developed by supplementary agre^ wnents entered into between i ts 
Members* There are many examples of sueh agreement* Article 57, 
for instanooi provides that '*variou8 specialized agencies» 
established by inter governaental agrewient and having vide in-
ternational responsibilities" shall be brought into relation* 
ship with the United !«ati€ms{ Article 63 describes how these 
agreements that have thus been entered into supplement the pro-
visions QT the Charter and anyone seeking to understand the 
exact nature or the relationship ot' the United Nations to the 
specialized agencies would need to become i'smiliar with them* 
AgaiAi Article 79 states that "tlie terms o£ trusteeship 
for each territory to be placed under the trusteeship system** 
shall be defined in an agre^nent approved by the appropriate 
organ of the United Nations* These agreements supplement the 
38* Wilcox and Marcyi p* 16* 
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Charter provisions regarding the powers and duties ox adainistor-
icg authorities and must be considered an essential part of the 
Charter system* 
Again Artiole X04*X05 give the United imtions and i t s 
otrieials i and the representatives of M^&bers rightsi priviIegeS| 
and iamtznltes vhloh are considered neoessary to the functioning 
o£ the OTganimation* These rightsy prlvUagas, and lamtmities 
are deXined in detail in the convection on the Privileges, and 
Immunities of t!» United Natlorsi appro/ed by the General Asseratlj 
on i^ ehruary 13, 1846^ and the Agre t^aent between the United 
Nations and the United States of America Regarding the lleadquartei 
40 
of the United Rationsi signed June 26^ 1947* 
The most slgniJticanbi changes that b&ve tai^entlace as a 
result oT the conclusion oT such agreements as the Brussels Paot| 
the Inter->Mjaerican (Eio) Treaty oi' Reciprocal Assistance, the 
Korth Atlantic Treaty| and the southeast Asia Collective Lefence 
irea^* These agreements as a result or bilateral or multi-
lateral treaties either n i l up some gaps in the Charter or 
41 
over-Jla|> it* 
39* U*K. Doe. /l/6f^>/>,^. . *26r 2 7 ' ; 
40* U*R* Doc* A/n7;> 0(1 .^l^mi; H''^-^^' 
41* A.C.Banerjee, £ffy^?t9B ffT fffrftn^r <tf Utll*» P« 38* 
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creation of Speeial Organst 
Hie creation ot' & large nutaber or 'subsldlaiy organs* 
under the authority given to the General Assembly and the 
In 
See^^rlty Counell has some constitutional sifniTloance with/the 
U*l«l. systes* 
Under the Article 22 | ••The General Asserobly may establish 
such subsidiary organs as It de^ns necessary for the performance 
of i t s functions* ** 
Article 29 a readSy *Th& Security Council may establish 
such subsidiary organs as i t deems neceseary for the performance 
of i t s functions." 
Many standing ccHnrnlttees and commissions have been set up 
under the I^ules of Procedure of two bodies* As on 'lurch 196S 
there were at least 38 subsidiary organs of the General Assembly 
42 
and 3 of the Security Council* 
These ooBunittees end commissions are largely designed 
to f a c i l i t a t e th® proceedings of tAie tvo most important organs 
of the United l^atlons* Their authority can iK>t go beyond the 
43 
authority possessed by the '*^arent organs'* and they are accoun-
table to i t* Hovevert they do constitute a s ignif icant part of 
42* B*N*Mehrlsh, p* 3&4* 
43* Wilcox and Maroy, p*21* 
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the U.K. s tmcture . Sccie oi" those are of & relat ive ly permanent 
nature and other are ad-hoc organs* Interim oommittee of the 
General Assemblyt the International lar comsiisslon, and the 
Disaxmanent CoBmisslon, are scxae or tha examples oT tlie perma-
nent eoBQlssions and eonuaitteeSf CcaBaisslon for Indiu and 
Pakistati, the Special Coomittee on the lalkans, the Palestine 
Gonolliatlon Coomiissioni the U.h'.Coimaisslon for the UnlTioation 
and Rehabilitation of Koroa^ ax.d the feaoe keeping operation 
in the GongO| (ONUC) were created on ad hoc basic* 
The Soviet Union hes vlcoroi^sly opposed the creation of 
subsidiary organs on constitutional grounds especial ly Soviet 
Union and i t s s a t e l l i t e s challenged the l ega l i ty of the Interim 
Committee* They argued that this body was created with a viav 
to clrcimTent tt» authority of the Security Coiincll* Itiey 
charged that the Committee possessed such broi>id powers that i t 
was equal in rank vlth the Assessbly and consequently did not 
44 
constitute a "subsidiary organ** wlth-in tha meaning of Article* 
It has also challenged the l ega l i ty oi' ths l«ru Commissi on 
for the unification and aehabil itation of Korea and the Peace-
keeping operation in the Congo* I t has been argued by the soviet 
Union that some of the changes that already have ccme about« 
manor of which vere developed as the result of American-leadership 
44* Ibid*, p* 22* 
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aro o£ tha type that should have been sulnltted for approval 
46 
under the l^ ormal amending procedures provided In the Charter* 
Impact of the Hev Hationsi 
&Apart rron these Infomal procedures for the eon8tltu> 
tlonal development the balance of power oi'the U*N* has also 
changed due to the emergenoe of third world (Afro Asian Nations). 
The story of past thirty years since the birth of the United 
Hatlons charter -> i s highly concentrated history* It i s the 
history of vast sh i f t and real igment in power arrangements 
46 
through-out the world* 
The most s ignif icant change due to the ^sergence of the 
new nations has been the decline in the ^er lcan predominant 
47 
posit ion in the U*N* 
The Inf lex of new members i s certaln-iy a blow to the 
U*S* abi l i ty to mobilise votes in the U*N* General Ass«nbly 
for i t s policy of using that organ to further i t s security 
interests in the United Nations* 
46* Ibid*, p* 33* 
46* Under Secretary Bali George W* *The United Nations Today', 
Department of state Bulletin* Nov* 16, 1964, p*694* 
47* Leon Oordenker, *The dediining American Hole in the U*N* 
system*, pa. 
pp* 169*180* 
. The World Today. Vol.29, N.4 (April 1973) 
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This resulted In part fron th« fac t that the majority 
o£ U«£i* mMibars at the time had a coaunon interest in res is t ing 
what they perceived to be the threat o£ castmunismi tMs 
interest being expressed in their membership in various se l f 
defence arrangements such as the NATO and the Inter-American 
Treaty of Mutual Assistance* This support weakanedf however, 
when the United States sought to use the General Asseably to 
organize resistance to military intervention by the People's 
Republic of china in Korea in 1950*1961* The dariger of activa-
ting a wider war involving the Super Powers, with consequences 
made even more serious Ity the Soviet possession of laiclear 
weapons, caused many of the ear l ier supporters of the United 
States to become hesitant and to favour more concil iatory 
gestures* This attitude of the members of the General Ass«aibly 
was strengthened and became dasinant with the influx of new 
48 
non-aligned s tates during 1950*8* 
In 1970, the U*S*A* used her veto for the f i r s t time. 
In early 1971, the U*S.A* Joined the U*K* and /ranee In leaving 
the Special Committee on Colonialism* In 1972, she succeeded 
in trimming about 15 percent of her obligatory share of the 
U*li* budget on the ground that she found herself over-burdened 
with much of the b i l l for peace keeping, mainly due to her 
involvement in 7 ie t Ksm* 
48* Leland, M.Qoodrich, *The Changing Hole of the United Nations' 
pp, 
iH^lft tfyirttfrtYt V61.X)CXII No.l (January-Karch 1976), 
* 51«>52* 
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At the U«li« General Assembly annual session in 1974 
the United states and some oi* Its a l l i es were angped over 
certain decisions taken. The VmUm members belonging to the 
Third World tfere accused of being *seirish and seekless** 
The United states and i t s a l l ies i'urthar argued that 
at this session some *frightening precedents* were created and 
*a string or unconstitutional, i l l egal and arbitrary decision* 
vere taken* To them the * string oi' irresponsible acts and 
decisiCMis* oonprise the General AssemblyVlfWi invitation to the 
Chier of the P.L^O*, Yasser /iraTat to address i t and conferment 
of pemanent observer status on the P*L*0«, i t s refusal to permit 
south Africa to take i t s i ea t | and i t s near successful attempt 
to replace the Lon fiol regime by Prince Sihanouk's ncmlnee 
as the Genuine representative of Khmer Republic (aombodia)* 
In Ulti$SCO| Israel was charged oi' altering the historic character 
of Jerusalem and then excluded from membership of i t s iSuropean 
regional Committee* The u«S* distress upon the Ass«Dbly*s 
actions in 1974 was expressed by U*S* AmbMsador, Hr« John 
Soalif and i s considered as **& sinister consipiracy** of the 
Communist membersi AJL'ricans, Arabs and zu>n-aiigned nations to 
organize *an anti western coalition* CcMmaanding majority in the 
U»Ii* The USA also threatened to stop*funding the U«N« 
vmat ever may be the United State's critieisms over the 
A8S«Dbly*s actions in 1974, i t i s a fbct that the U*N» can not 
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ignort the tmt r e a l i t i e s of International po l i t i c s* Another 
s ignirioant faotor that shsfjed event at the U»N. during 1974 
was Hhe emergenoe o£ Arab Oil Power, rurther loosening of 
western aid strings In the wake of I t s own eoonomlo c r i s i s and 
49 
the sarked dlauflitlon In sATashlngton* s role as a world leader. 
I t cannot be denied that po l i t i ca l uiMsertaintios during 
two yaars oi' Watergate, the aaergenoe o£ the present weak 
leadership and I t s seoslng helplessness in resolving i t s economic 
c r i s i s has aTrected the U«S»A« of the impressive figure i t 
out In yesterday's woijd* 
The U«N* Is now a very different organization frcxs what 
I t was In 194&* At the San i'>anelsco conference the U.N.Charter 
was signed by the delegates of only 50 nations* Kow the member-
ship hasreached atout 144i* The new nations are demanding the 
revis ion of the Charter In the l i g h t of changing needs and 
olrouBstances« Certain provisions of the Charter have in fact 
been asiended through these Infozmal procedures* But, of course, 
to 
there, are definite lloilts/suoh changes which could be brought 
bbout by this method* They have to be carried out within the 
legal and constitutional frtute work of the Charter and cannot, 
61 
therefore, pexmlt any basic change in the text of charter* 
40 . Krlshan Bhatla, »Changing United illations', The Hindustan 
m, December 6 , 1974* . , ehrlsh, Intematlttr.al Organization strttf^^^ffg j|n^ 
Processes, p.396. 
61 . quoted in M.s.Rajan. Th§ Vial^gd H%X9^}9 md PfflgM^U 
Juriedletlony Asia Publishing House, Bombay, l i e d , 1961, 
p .396 . s«A.H.mier , Yftff mM4 WiU9l« Mia WgrM SgJflliUliU 
Boston I L i t t l e , Brown and CcajMny, 1962. 
C H A P T B R I I I 
JLS ^ R TH8 RfinrXSlQH QSt 
m*i''9M*i&Mwmxi'<wfmw»^'' 
Th« movement i'or revision or the Charter started even 
before the dootment was signed* At the s&n i^raaoisco Conferencei 
after the Yalta formula on*voting In the Seourity Council* was 
included in the Charteri most of the Latin Ait»rioan Republics) 
together v i th many other members of the Conference, declared 
themselves in favour of a tliorough revision of the charter after 
a certain period oi' time had elapsed* As the delegate of one 
of those Latin American countries put i t | the veto right was 
reluctantly accepted, as a war time transaction for a transi-
ticmal period** I t was in recognition of th i s prevailing a t t i -
tude that the present wording o£ .i^rticle 109(3) of the Charter 
was drafted) although i t did not completely sat i s fy the wishes 
of a majority of middle and small states* 
It has been said that the Charter was a ccmpromise 
between the fears of the small and the hopes of the Great 
Powers} i t has nan become an attempt to reconcile the fears 
2 
of the Great Powers and the hopes of the smaller ones* 
1* L^wardo Jimenez de Arechga, *Latin American Attitude to 
the Revision of the united Nations Charter* Bevision of 
D.H^rAarter t A Sygposium,. I4ew Delhi, Indian Council c£ 
World Afx^airs, iBoo, p*72* 
2* Quoted in Laksmi N*Menon, * India and the Kevislon of the 
Hew Delhi, Indian Council of World Ax'fairs, 1956, p*48* 
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k£t9T th0 San /ranolJioo Conrerene«t two Latin i^srloan 
dalegatlonS| those o£ Cuba and Argentina, took the initiative 
to submiti In 1847 and 1948, proposals lor the calling or a 
general eonTerenoe to amend Article 27 of the Charter* The 
Guhari delegation raised the (laestion ot' the ahoXition of the 
veto in 1947f standing that, a year's experience had convinced 
that delegation, which had been the f i r s t to declare i t s opposi< 
tion to the principle of \manimity at Sim /rancisco of the fact 
that i t s objections were justified* 
fiy a le t ter of 18 July 1947, the Argentine delegation 
requested that an item concerning (Qoovoeation of a general 
conference under Article 109 of the Charter to abolish the 
privilege of the veto* be placed on the agenda of the second 
session of the General Asswibly* On ^ August, the Argentine 
delegation submitted a draft resolution wh&h provided that 
the proposed general conference should be convened three days 
after the second session* These suggestions, however, did not 
get Buoh support in the Assttibly* Many aembers argued that 
the tiite had not come yet, and that any proposal for revisiz^ 
the Charter was premature* 
S* Document A/AC* aVS*R* 22, p*6* 
4* ie&r Book oi' the United IJationsT 1947, p* 68, 
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Xh* United s tates delegate stated in 1946 that his 
covemnent did *not favour a hasty attempt to anend the 
6 
Charter** 
Between 1948 and 1953| vhen a general dabate on review 
of the Charter took place during the course or the eighth 
sessicm o£ the Assembly, the United ISations paid relat ively 
l i t t l e attention to the problem o£ amending the charter* The 
most efi'eotive argument that has been used in opposition to 
suggestions that the Charter should be ttnended, has been that 
it would be more logical to wait until 1955 when Article 109 
6 
would automatically come into elTeot* But most of the countries 
did not stop pressing thair point of view in x'uvour of revision* 
iit i t s eighth session the General Ass«ably considered 
7 
three items dealing with a possible review of thd Charter* 
Argentina, proposed that the Assembly entrust the 
Secretary General with the task of preparing a tsttidy of the 
inteipretation of the Charter by various Members of the United 
Nations and other basic documentation* 
5* v^oted in Wilcox and Karcy, PrffBWrtg>9r tfbaafiff§. iP to 
united Nationsy Washington, The Brookings ins t i tu t ion , 
1956* p*36* See also U*N* General Assembly, / i r s t sess ion, 
second fart* «'irst Coamittee, Qfi'icial Kecords, 20th Meeti (MOV* 16,1946), p*93* 
6* Ibid*, p* 39* 
ng 
7* U*lUGeneral Asseinbl>, iUghtb l e s i o n , Pl^ ni^ -ry, ^ f i i e i a l 
Beeordsy 46th Meeting (Nov* S7, 1953), pp* 296-tOl* 
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The tiethorl&nds suggested that Member states be invited 
to sutffilt their preliiaiiiary views on the anendments they planned 
to ofrer. Sgy^ pt proposed the creation or ^ speeiaX technleal 
committee charged with Uie responsibility for undertaking certain 
necessary preparatory work* furious oppcments to these ideas, 
including the Soviet bloc, argued that any preparatory work 
at so early a stage *vould be preaature% 'harmful to the 
8 
United Ivations' 6n& i l legal under the Charter* The General 
Assembly by a vote ot' 54 to 5 adopted a resolution in November 
1954 which requested the Secretary General to prepare uad 
circulate «aong Mwnbers (a) a systematic ccmpilation of the 
docnaents Q£ the United liiatlons Conference on International 
Organization (San f'rancisoo conrerenee)^ (b) a complete index 
of the documents ol' that Conference^ and (c) a Ueportory of the 
Practice of United Nations Organs* Most of the documentation 
a. 
requested by the General Assembly was prepared by the Secretidate 
and circulated to member states before ana during the tenth 
session of the Assembly and periodic supplements to the heportory 
0 
have bean issued* 
It i s significant that a number of Member states, includ-
ing Israel, the ^Netherlands, i«ev Zealand and tlie United kingdom, 
8* Wilcox and Marcy ( in .6) , pp* 3&-40. See also i-vegyman'a 
United nations^ United jiatioiis, Mew York, Seventh iMiticn, 
1D64, pp. 66->66* 
B* iffmnB*ff VfU^g fti^lgnat PP« 66-66* 
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pointed out that Mm decision to undertake propsuratory vork 
shoiald not be interpreted &s favouring a general conCerenoe but 
rather as a step designed to help the tenth session of the 
10 
A8s«ably decide the question in a logical manner. 
The tenth session o£ the General Asswnbly on I^ oveniber 
21 | 1955, established a ecnmittee oompcMied of al l the msntbers 
G£ the United Nations to consider^ after consultation with the 
seoretary*General| the (|uestion fixing an appropriate time and 
place for a Coni'erenoe* Xhe Committee was requested to aeport 
i t s reooBmendations to the twelfth session of the Genaral 
Assembly in 1967} moraover, the Secretary General vas requested 
to complete and oontiime the j^blicatimi progrsone under»taken 
pursuant to the Assembly's resolution of November 279 1953* 
Xhe representatives of the U«S*S«E« and Poland stated that 
their deieeations would not be able to take part in the wox*: of 
the Committee or in any action aimed at revieviug the Chaster. 
In December 1955« the Security Council adopted a resolution in 
11 
which i t expressed i t s concurrence in the Assembly's decision. 
10» Wilcox and Marcyi (fn. 5 ) | p* 40* 
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Rawilt of thf T^nth s#««lcm of tha GTieral Aasnablyi 
on the 10th Annlv«rtafy of the U.N. in 1955, there was 
great interest in Charter revision* The role of the United 
States was a br i l l i ant one. The U,s* aade extensive prepara-
tion for Charter reviav* The Asierioan Senate authorized a 
sub-ocBfflittee of the Committee on s'orale^ '^ Aeiatior.s to study 
12 
proposals on the Charter revision* Many privato organizations 
i n the United States , such as Brookings Inst i tut ion , the Inter-
national Lest Association and the Commission to study the Orga-
nization of Peace, had made a great contribution in the problem 
of Charter revis ion. But the state of world opinion and inter-
nati(»^ial po l i t i c s in 1955 was not auspicious for holding the 
Coni'erenoe* 
Since the beginning tha Govlet Union has consistently 
exposed ai^ provision for the revision of the charter, particu-
lar ly the matters which affected the privilaged posit ion oi' the 
major powers* 
The Soviet Union and i t s s a t t e l i t e s not only voted 
against the proposals but also against even placing the matter 
on the agenda of the Assembly* The Soviet representative 
Mr* Vy^insky in September 1953 while attacking; the suggestion 
12* Alexander Wiley. 'The Senate and the Review of the United 
Nations Charter*, Anftftlff ffij tt^ fl Mgg f^iftB .iifiiflMy.g|f £93^ttl9ii 
and social Science^ Vol*296 fRovember 1964)^ PT>>lfi6*€2. 
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mad* by Secretary of State Mr* Dulles that a Conference Tor 
review o£ the charter can be at major importancet said i 
Xhere i s very indication that the campaign x'or the revision 
o£ the Charter is to be turned into a cold-war oeonpaign in 
order to arouse reactionary sentiments and thereby to increase 
international tention* 
In e42th plenary Meeting oi' the tenth session of the 
General Aesembly the delegate or the United Kingdom sir Pierson 
Dixon stated! "The tiaie has not yet come to hold a review 
eonxereneei and that we should dianiss the problem of Charter 
review Trom our mind for another fivei ten, or twenty years* 
But I do not agree with this view* The fact that a task i s 
difficult does not mean that we should refuse to face it* so 
Uie oondusicn) that I draw i s a different one t that we should 
14 
move ahead| but with due cirmmspection*'* 
United Kingdom although did not openly oppose the idea 
but adopted a cMltious and non coramittal attitude* The attitude 
of i^ 'rance was not much different frcmi that of the United Kingdom, 
China Rationalist also did not show any interest in the matter 
largely because this oouldhave upset her own position in the 
United Nations* 
13* Ulli*General Assembly, iUghth session. Plenary, Official 
MSSSUi 438th Meeting (Sept* 21|1953), p. 54* 
14* U*N*General Assembly, Tenth Session, Plenary, Official 
Recordsf 642th Meeting November* 
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Althoughi i t Is obvious that a majority or the Members 
oT the U*N*0* v«r« in x'avour of the conTerenee} arid scoe Latin 
American states even advocated the revision oi' the Charter* 
They expressed the view that they aeoepted the voting procedure 
in the Security council as laid down in Article 27(3) '*only on 
the understanding that reasonable use would be made ol' tlie veto 
15 
and that veto would not be a permanent inst itution* ** The Arab-
Asian states must be placed in the same category* During the 
eight and nineth session oT the General Assembly, i^gypt, Lebanon, 
Pakistan, the Phil ippines, and Syria spoka in JTavour ox' a 
ConTerence* 
But as Tar as the Indian view i s concerned, ilr* Krishna 
Menon, speaking on bahalT of the Government of India, said at 
San i'ranoisoo and again during the tenth session of the General 
Assembly t *Qn this question or revising the Charter I am 
asked to say, on behalf oi' the Government oi' India, that oar 
general view i s that 1£ the Charter has to be revised, i t would 
require agreement! i f there was agx^ement, there wotild be no 
16 
need for revision** Wilcox and Marcy have given the deta i l s of 
the principal proposals, particularly those advocated by private 
15* Quoted in B.li.Mehrish, p* 389* 
16* Laksmi N.Menon (rn«2), p»55* India and the I>eview or the 
U*ll*Charter* Uevlsion ol' the n*K*Charter t Asfaposium, 
New Delhi, Indian Council of World iiffairs (1956) 
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persons and agencies in the United states and by the ^eoutlve 
and Legislative branches oT the UnlMd state's Government* 
Thff yffBatflgY t9 mftfcft \ti9 Vifit A SVIPriRftU9Bii GftYtrmgB *^ 
The appearance of the atcnlc bomb only a few weeks after 
the San i^raneiseo Conference« developed a greater urgency towards 
the supranatlonality of the U*N« The fear that man was develop-
ing the potentiality of self-destzuotion faster and more ef f i -
ciently than had been anticipated at the San i^'rancisco Com'erence 
seemed to mobilize support for those who believed that the 
United Nations should have been oast in a different mould. 
These factors led to a resurgence of propsals to strangthen 
the United Nations by gtving i t some of the attribute of a 
super state* A number of proposals of this kind have oaerged 
supported by private groups and organizations, such as the 
United world federalists, reached a peak in 1950, when a Sub-
committee of the Senate Ccmmittee on xToreign r;elations held 
lengthy hearings to consider proposals to revise the United 
Nations Charter* The sub-committee considered a variety of 
proposals four of which are based on the supranational principle 
in seme form* These pluns provided for (1) a federal world 
government with broad powers{ (2) a federal world governDsent 
of Limited i'oners) (3) a revision of the Charter to eliminate 
the veto in matters of agression, control of atcmic and other 
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umamQUt , and to •s tabl lsh an International police Torcoj 
and (4) a fodoral union of the I^orth Atlantic democracies* 
I t also considered a proposal for a supplementary pact under 
Article 61 Qt* the charter to enafele the United Nations to takd 
17 
more expenditiofls action against aggression. 
Thrae of the principle groups urging world federal 
govemsent are the United world ^ d e r a l i s t , the World Association 
of Parliamentarians for world Government, and the Goomittea to 
r'rsme a world Constitution* World federation plans are based 
on the general proposition that peace can not be maintained 
so long as the world is organized as a group of sovereign, inde-
18 
pendent states* 
The Citizens CcNnmittee for United Nation's heform, had 
given an idea for "AbC" • Plan*** 
*AJBO Plan" consisted the followingt 
(1) iSllminate tha great power veto; (2) Limit the 
manuf aeturs of weapons by quantity and type so that they could 
17* WllooK and Maroy, (fn*5), pp* 67»69* 
18* Ibid*, pp* 61-62* 
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not ba used for aggressive pfurposes} and (3) create a United 
Nations poXloe iToroe, backed by national contingents, capable 
19 
by Joint aetlon or preventing aggression* 
A number or proposals o£ this kind vera not acceptable 
to the General .isseoibly* There vas no assurance there suprana-
tional proposalsi IT adopted^ would lead to democratic govern^ 
ment* 
Grenvllle Clark and Louis b.Sohn In world peace Through 
World i<av, have given a coroprelumslve Plan to change existing 
international systwi Into a new world order through disarma-
ment under some measure oi enforceal^le world law* They modif-
ied each and every Article of the Charter which was drafted 
and signed by the delegates of SO nations «t San ifranelsco 
Conference In 1946* The summary of the Pl&n Is given heret 
Mtn ffi^w^a <tf sAfff^ and §Blm'ff FrftpggiAgt 
(1) ^embarshlpi Through the revision of the provis-
ions of the charter relating to m«nbershlp, Is provided in order 
to further the universality of the united Nations* 
(2) The General Assemblvi A radlesd revision Is 
proposed as to powers, ccnposltion and method of voting of the 
10* Ibid*, pp* 61* 70* 
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General Aasembljr* The General ABsembly would turn Into a vorld 
Legislature* 
(3) Ihft SffSmritlfY PgUfWU* '^ '^ a council would be 
replaced by an i^xecutive council | composed oi' seventeen iiepre-
sentatives elected by the General Assembly Itseir* This new 
and highly Saportant organ would not only be chosen by the 
Assdoiblyi but would also be responsible to and renovable by the 
Assembly, and free Srcm tiv@ veto power* The new Council woidd 
serve X'or the seme four years terns as the Representatives in 
the Assembly* It would have the power to direct and control 
the world Inspection service and the world peace force* 
Gonnelli These Council^ would be continued, with Important 
changes as to their coDposition and functions, and with much 
stronger financial support under the new revenue system* 
(6) ItHf fc4t«WiyMmftati Pyftggfgt wXark and So^n consider 
that general and complete disasmament is one ol' the essential 
pre-conditions for world peace and stability* They also consi* 
der i t important for the vorld to accept an enforceable universal 
law against the use or threat of force in international relations* 
The dlsasnaaoent plan also includes provisions for u United 
ii^ons fiuclear Energy Authority with dual functionst (a) to 
ass ist the Inspection Service in guarding against possible 
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diversion or nucl«ar materials to axxy var-oaklng purpose« and 
(b) to prcnote the world wide use oi' nuclear materials and 
processes i'or peaceful purpose* 
(6) A world Police ^y^ai To punish or deter the 
breakers of world juaw there would be a world police x'orce* 
(7) The Judicial and aonfliliatlon Systeni There would 
be a Judicial or conciliation system Tor the peacei'ul se t t le -
ment of Inter-state disputes and a world deY«loi:aaent authority 
to reduce economic dlsp«9ltie» between nations* 
(8) iSpforoemant and PanaHtlAa. The plan envisages 
a variety of enforcement measures« Including the prosecution 
In United Nations regional courts of individuals responsible for 
a violation of the disanrsment provisions* 
(9) World Development! The plan further provides for 
the establishment of a World Development Authority^ whose func-
tiCHi would be to assist in the economic and social development 
of the under developed areas of the world, primarily through 
grants - in aid and Interest free loans* This authority would 
be under the direction of a World Development GomLiisslon of five 
menbers to be chosen with due regard to geographical dlstrlbu-
tloii by the iSconomic and Social Council, subject to confirmation 
by the General Assembly* 
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(10) Unitad Mationa Ravemia svataatt ihere would be a 
new United Nations Ravenue system to give rinuncial support 
to various new agencies* 
(11) privileges and Imnmnitiest r'or the successful 
operation of an ef fect ive world organization to maintain poaoe^ 
a body of genuinely international servants of high morale i s 
very essentia} • /or this purpose there would be a guarantee 
to preserve the rights and privi leges of a l l United Nations 
personnel and the l imitations thereon* 
(12) B i l l of Rightt CiaA and Sohn proposed for a 
b i l l of Rights having a two fold purpose* (a) to emphasize 
the Limited scope of thestrengthened united Nations by an 
e x p l i c i t reservation to the Member i^ations and their peoples 
of a l l powers not delegated by express language or clear jjnpli-
cation^ and (b) to guarantee that the strengthened United Kations 
shal l not in any manner violate certain bask, rights of the 
individual8I that i s to say of any person in the world* 
(13) ftatif ieationi The proposed req;uiremonts of 
the revised charter are t (a) that rat i f icat ion st.all be by 
f i v e s ixth of the world(s nations, including a l l the twelve 
largest nations (China, India, USA, UssE, and Brazi l , France, 
ivest Germany, Indonesia, I ta ly , Japan, Pakistan and the United 
Kingdom) (b) that each nation*s ratii'loation shall be by i t s 
own constitutional process* 
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^^^) AmeadBantt An^ i'utur* amondments would be 
sulmlttecl £or ratlx'lofttion vhen adopted by a vote or two thirds 
or a l l the aepro&«nt&tiv«s in the General Ass«ably, whether or 
not present or votlngi or by a two thirds vote or a General 
Conference held Tor that purpose* in order for an atasnteent 
to ooae Into force, rat i f icat ion by four f i f ths of the member 
Nations would be re«iUlred, Including three fourths or the twelve 
member illations ent i t led to fiftiten or more x«present&tives In 
the Assembly* 
(15) fl.gnt4ntt94 ^rfifflg m^ Ar,9Bffl9g» Clark and Sohn 
emphasized that subsidiary organs and agoncies have played 
important role and that i t i s essential to preserve and strengthei 
20 
them* 
As far as the significance of Clark and aohn*8 proposals 
i s concerned, they did not get much attention* Their proposals 
ware not supposed to be accepted liither by the '.astern bloc or 
western bloc* While dealing wivh the problem of the charter 
review they were moro radical axKi optimistic* In real i ty these 
proposals could not get much support* Mr* B*^:*Mehrish in Inter-
national Organizations, Structures and Processes, has cr i t i c i sedt 
'The Clark sohn proposals would be of scxae value for academic 
20* Grenville Clark and i.ouis B*3ohn, World Peace Throtieh 
world LaWy Cambridge, Mass* Tokyo, 1960, second rev* 
edi t ion , pp* xv i i - x i i i * 
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Interest and discussion only*" 
ualnl Kothftn»a atiggastionat 
Dr. Rajnl Kotbarl on the oeeasion ot' the American Society 
o£ International ijWf ^pressed his ideas Tor the niture world 
order* He suggested that inec^ality and dcdinaxice should be 
removed and the Big Powers should not use sc^aller and poor 
nations to safeguard thdlr national interests* ^ a l l and middle 
States should got an opportunity to strengthen tti3lr po l i t i ca l 
condition* 
Dr* Kothari suggested that the Tolloving changes should 
be brought about in the nature oi' the international pol i t ica l 
syst«at 
(1) There should be a complex oT well'are and cultural 
ins t i tu t ions at the world level and a code oS econaaio and 
social conduct* 
(2) There should be an international pol i t ica l structure 
to represent a l l the nations or the world* 
(3) There should be a se t of ins t i tu t ions designed to 
protect human rights and standards oX Jus t ice , such as an 
21* B*ll* Mehrish, (fn* 16), p« 399* 
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authoritative Court of Justie«t a Cotmcil of World Jutistt 
and a Comisslon for Hunan Bights and social Justice* 
(4) There should be a world security 8yst«a that will 
both enable a significant transfer of resources from '^defence" 
to '*deirelo|iaeQt'' and miniiiize condition of violence* 
(5) Before 2KX)0 A*D» total unclear disarmament and 
significant reduction of conventional anas should be achieved. 
Besides a World Amed t^ orce •» ssiall in size and non continuous 
28 
basis should be set up to curbe genocidal violence* 
Dr* Kotharl*s views are more or less similar to ^ e pro-
posals of Clark and sohn* Dr* Kothari i s radical and optimis-
t i c too* His views seem more theoretical and he does not take 
into account the real i t ies of the current international situa-
tion* 
The Charter of the United ilations, signed at San Francisco 
Conference on June 26| 1946 by the representatives of f i fty 
nations, was not the task of one or two persons* It was a 
product of evolutionary development* Inumerable meetings and 
negotiatioiw were held, controveroial issues between big and 
smaller nations on the one hand and among major powers cm the 
22* liajni Kothari 'National An&onamy and !«<orld Orders An 
Indian Perspective* j&ffi?rl?gn j^ ffl£ffft4 9^ Ifi^mUftPfJ^ 
ii||C« vrol*66, iio*4 (September 1972), ^upplementi pp*2£7-
2681 See also Hedley Bully 'Models of ifuture World Order 
iBaii QWftr^ rlYf Vol*XXXI, ^ . l (Jan.-March 1976),p*70. 
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othor or course not permanently were solved* After various 
hdated debates compromise rormuLa was adopted* 
iilven though a l l the small s t a t e s represented at the 
QiiTi / r anc l sco ConTerence signad the Jhiyrter, they were not 
s a t i s f i e d with i t * 
I t Is obvious tha t such rad ica l changes as s^jgjested by 
the prpponants of World Oraer MOCIOIE Projact may not be e i t h e r 
acceptable or pract icable* 
k de ta i led descr ip t ion of the proposals which have been 
made fron time to t l a e by governmental or non governmental 
agencies i s not possible here* An -axamination of proposals , 
however, indica tes tha t they can bo categorised* 
(1) Since the vary beginning numerous siiggestlons 
have been made to abolish the veto power or a t l e a s t to modify 
the p r inc ip le ox unanimity es tabl i sh ing an in te rna t iona l pol ice 
fo r ce , and by moving toward the crea t ion of sane kind of 
^Supranational Orcaniaation* The s t ruggle to curb the veto was 
resumed during the f i r s t session of the Ganeral Assembly which 
adopted a resolut ion asking the permanent members to make very 
e f fo r t to ensure tha t the use of the special voting i r iv i l ege 
does not empede the Securi ty Council in reaching decisions promptly, 
However, the e f fo r t s of the General Assembly to seciire some 
l l i a i t a t i ons on the exercise of the vato had evidently proved 
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unsuootssTaX* Gr«tit Powers %wre not and wouXd not be interested 
in what afi'eoted their privileged positimi* 
(2) Secondly there are proposals that would not charge 
the nature of ths systsm bat would seek to Improve i t s opera-
tions by giving l i f e to articles ol' the Charter. The proponents 
of these proposals did not want to change the whole structure 
of the organisation but they wanted to modify the Charter in 
order to meet the existing situation Establishment of 'Interim 
Coomittes* in ld47, and the Uniting for Peace Resolution of 
Novmber 3, 1950 9tc*t are the example* Although the uniting 
for Peace i>iesQlution has been subjected to scattering criticism 
frcm many directions. The Constitutional and legal validity 
of the resolution was challenged. It was asserted that the 
Cteneral Aswnably i s not competent to take enforcosent action. 
But going to the spirit of the aharter, and not sticking to 
i t s lettersi the resoluticoi can be 'Justified on grounds of the 
objectives of the U.M.O. and in the interest of International 
peace and security* 
(3) Third type of proposals were to reduce the authority 
of the United Nations by limiting i t s activit ies in the field 
of enforcament action or in eoonomlCf social , and humanitarian 
matters. 
(4) Fourthly there are suggestion to alter radically 
the nature of the present Organisatiori, not by moving in dlrectior 
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or supranatlonalityi but rather by ehuigiog the oompositlon of 
the United Natloi» through the expulsion or certain states or 
the vlthdrsofal o£ others* 
(6) AJrro->A8lan and l«atln Aaerloan states have demanded 
for economic and social change* They suggested that i^ .conooic 
SystOTi should be restructured* They had no contribution In 
U«N*Maklng* But now the world political scene has changed. The 
n«K. must change ai^ learn to respond to new real i t ies oC 
international liTe IT i t Is to be more effective* 
(6) There are the plans to make the U*H*0* anUniversal 
Organization by eliminating virtually all ct i teria for m«nber-
ship and by simplifying procedures for admission. However) 
in some caseS) the applicaticms of some entit ies had been 
rejected on polit ical grounds* In the f irs t four years of the 
Security Ccmncll*s history the Soviet Union cast fonrty-three 
vetoes, almost half or 28 have been used to block the adnission 
of new members* One of the main reasons for the excessive 
use of the veto by the Soviet Union was to oppose pro^Western 
policies as there was dominance of the west in the Security 
Council* Most of the countries have been vetoed on a political 
grounds* 
24, Wilcox and Marcy, (fn*5)| p* 458* 
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Changes in tho Unitod Nations system may come about in a 
v a r i e d o£ ways other than by ttnendlng the charter* As pointed 
out ear l i er , the charter has been profoundly influenced during 
the past thirty years by, interpretation, custom and usage, 
the fai lure on the part of Member states to isf lenient certain 
a r t i c l e s , the passage of varloas organic type resolutions by 
the General Assembly, the oonclusion of various treat ies or 
agreements including regional defence pacts, and by the emergence 
of new nations* 
I t i s fortunately for the peace of the world that the 
Charter has been l ibera l ly interpreted* The raost spectacular 
example of a l iberal intezpretation of the Charter occurred 
with the adc^tion of the Uniting for peaoe Kesolution* It 
provides that i f the Security Council, because of the lack of 
unanimity of i t s f ive permanent mwabers, f a i l s to act on an 
apparent threat to the peace, breaoh of the peae^, or act o£ 
aggression, the Assembly i t s e l f may take up the matter with in 
twenty»four hours in emergency special session - and recommend 
co l l ec t ive measures, including, in the ease ox a breach of 
the peace or ^^ ot of aggression, the use of armed force* The 
25 
work of the secretary General has expanded* 
in the introduction to h i s annual report for the years 
ie68*&e the U*N* ^ecretaxy General Dag Hsnmavskjold saidt *The 
26. Clark M*J51chelbrger, tfaj^t ^Mf nv§\j¥mY YffiTffi 
Harper and Row, New York, 1965, pp* 16,17* 
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Statonent of objectives In the Charter is bindingi and so are 
the rules concerning the various organs and thair ocnpetencei 
but i t is not necessary to regard the procedure indicated in 
the Charter as limitative in purpose* They may be supplemented 
by others under the pressure of ciroimstanoes and in the light 
of experience if these additional procedures are not in Conflict 
26 
with what i s prescribed** 
It i s true that a written constituticm such as the Charter 
can be changed by various means which are pointed oijt in details 
in Chapter II* But these infoimal changes %riiioh have been 
broughtabout in Charter more or less are under the constituticHial 
limits* Some of the proposed changes^ howeveri can onlyeome 
by formal amendment t for example, a change in the formal amend-
ing process, and the grant of authority to enable the Gei^ral 
Assembly to make decisions instead of reconuBendations• There 
i s always adivision of qplnlon in the General Assembly over the 
Charter review* 
Many strong opponents of the Charter review criticised 
that the United Nations has shown a remarkable capacity to take 
on new tasks, to adjust to a changing world, and to meet new 
and unforeseen challenges with in the conceptional and organiza-
tional frame work laid down by the Charter* And revision or 
26* Quoted in J*A*C*Gutteridge. The United Hat ions in a 
Chanting World^ 0*3.A*, 1069, p . l . 
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review o£ the charter voald make the organization week* 
jRie ezponentt of a revieir oooferenoe ii^isted that far-
re aohing ehanges have taken place In the world since the 
San Francisco Conference^ that the Charter has becoae outmoded 
in sane respeetSf and i t must change to meet the real i t ies of 
the new world* ^ e most significant of these changes, which 
supporters of ttm review constantly referred, are the emergence 
of atonic and nuclear weapons, vast and continuing technolAgical 
changes, the rc^id birth of many aw independent nations, closely 
inter-related global econenic and social problems etc* 
secretary John i^ 'oster Dulles pointed out, that the 
27 
Charter <*wa8 obsolete before i t actually case into force* ** 
Philippine representative Bomulo has argued tl^ case 
before the General Assembly as followst 
The United fiations was not built to cope with the problems 
of an atonic age in which we now live* Another way of putting 
this idea i s to say that, in the short space of nine years, the 
Charter of the United Nations has become dai^erously obsolete 
to the degree that under i t s existing provisions the organization 
i s powerless to act effdctively to forestall universal catas-
28 
trophe* 
27* •U*S*Con8titution and U*N*Gharter» t An Appraisal* Address 
tef Secret ly Dulles, Aug.ae, 1S63, y«Si PffPlff^fflli ffif S1^ »t^ ? 
wftrffTifHt Vol*29 vSept* f • 1953) • p*3x0* 
2Qm g^AGeneral Asswably, tiinth Session, plenary, Official 
*^ * I, 479th Meeting (Sept*2f7,1064), p*82* 
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But most or th« proposals to reYlev tho chartor that 
havo been aada are directed to ch^4ige the voting f onaula In 
Article 27f either bjr eliffllnating the veto or by modifying 
It In sose particular respect* Many times veto was used on 
a pol it ical ground. Since the very beginning the excessive 
use o£ the veto by the Soviet Union was to oppose pro«>We8tern 
policies* During the f i r s t decade Security Council was dcninated 
by the western powers| and most of the members were not friendly 
with Soviet Union* 
By contrast, the U*S*A* used her veto for the f irst time 
In 1970* One of the main reascm was that the support by a 
majority In the Security Gomicil as well as in General Assembly 
made It unnecessary for the United states to resort to the veto* 
Thus It is obvious that many changes have taken place in %i 
the world political system* £he political complexion of the 
United Nations has also changed* The U*K* Hast change and i t 
should respond to voices of new nations which had hardly any 
role in the making of ttie U*N* Charter* After the tenth 
session of the General Assembly in 1655 there appears to have beer 
some decrease in Interest among the Member states rggardlng 
the idea of a conference* In 1974«76, more than twenty OZM 
years 2;at«r* the winds oi' change has blown strongly across the 
29 
United liations* 
29* Arthur ^ Lallf 'Problems Mid Prospects of Revision of 
the u*N*Charter, Mi% y^W^rAy» (April-June 1975), p*n i . 
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That i s wby the Gensral Assembly has recently appointed 
a working Group, to make certain proparatory steps which might 
clear the vi^ for an eventual reviev of the Charter, The 
details of the work of Ad->Hoc Cotamittee i s given In i::h&pter 
IV. 
C H A P T B B IV 
tfitabliahaant of Ad Hyc (]^ ffyi4«:tiii« »n t.ha 
Lt .Tnji«? > JI'HIiJVV'' ! • • f \A 
In 1053| at the InstiOK:* of the delegations of Argentinai 
'^ Sypt and the Netherlands« the Cecsral Ass«nbXy adopted i t s 
f i r s t resolution on charter review, a resolution which asked 
for certain preparatory steps to be taJcen which would fac i l i -
tate the holding of a review conference under the provision of 
1 
Article 109 paragraph 3 of the charter* 
Again in 1974«75| the General Assembly at i t s 2323rd 
Plenary oieeting on the reeomsiendation of the Sixth Cosmittee 
2 
adopted resolution SS49 (XXIX), which established a 42««ieabe7 
coBunittea to discuss the observations received fron GovemBients 
and to consider proposals that Qovernaients night make, *with a 
view to erdiwacing the ability of the United Nationi to achieve 
i t s purposes** 
The Ad Hoc Committee on the Charter of the United Nation 
concluded a four-week session on 22 August during which i t 
heard the views of representatives of 35 countries on enhancing 
!• Arthur Lall, * Proposals and Prospects of Revision ol' the 
U.H.Charter, India Jujpf rlVf April-June, 1075, p*l l l . 
2« Report of the Ad Hoc Cgmnittee on the Charter of the 
U.W«peneral Assembly 
Sup^ ao*33 (AA0033 . .fieneral 8s^bly> official Eeeoi^st Thirtieth Session 
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the effectlv«n«ss of the Organization. The Committee adopted 
a report to the General Assembly containing a brief mmmary 
of views expressed but made no reconmendatlon for aotlon* The 
report vas to be considered by the General Asseably at the 
session schedoled to begin on 16 September. The Committee 
3 
began Its work on 28 July* Ti» following Items were placed 
under the resolution of General Assembly adopted on 17 Oeoeaber 
1974. 
Recalling Its resolutions 992 (X) of 21 November 1966 
and 2286 (XXII) of 6 December 1967 concerning the procedure 
for the review of the Charter of the United ^atiox». 
Becalllng further its resolutions 2562 (XXIV) of 12 
Pecember 1069, 2697 (XXV) of 11 December 1970 and 2968 (XXni) 
of 14 December 1972 entitled *Need to consider suggestions, 
regarding the review of the charter of the united Nations.* Th( 
Assembly mentioned five of i t s previous resolutions| but these 
resolutions do not include the resolution of 1963. 
Taking note of the observations which were sulmltted 
by Governments In response to the inquiry made pursuant to 
resolutions 2697 (XXV) and 2968 (XXTII) and which are set out 
In the reports of the secret&ry General, 
U ytfit {}ffl^to|g^W^^^4» *Becords of the months, July-August, 1B75», Vol. XIl,ho.8 (August-September 1975),p.21. 
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Raving h«ard the views expressed by Member States eon-
cerning the need to consider suggestions regarding the review 
of the Charter of the United liatlons during the consideration 
of the item at various sessions of the General Assembly, includ-
ing the twenty-lourth, twentyflfth, twenty-seventh and twenty-
ninth revis ions . 
Eeaffirming i t s support for the purposes and principles 
setforth in the charter* 
! • Decides to establish an Ad Hoc Comaittee on the Charter 
of the United Nations| consisting of 42 members to be appointed 
by the President of the General As^mbly with due regard for 
the principle of e(|uitable geographical distribution, with the 
following siBSt 
(a) To discuss in detai l thc5 observations received 
fraa Governaentsf 
(b) To consider any additional, specif ic proposals 
that Govemnonts may make with a view to enhancing the abi l i ty 
of the United Nations to achieve i t s purpose; 
(o) To consider also l>ther suggestions for the more 
e f fect ive functioning of the United Nations that may not require 
amendments to the Charter; 
(d) To enumerate the proposals which have aroused 
4 
particular Intere.st in the Ad Hoc Committee. 
4* U»K*General Assembly, Thixhieth Session, PIanary, 
P 
9P> \ivi.iffniLiL Htis>fjwu^y» i .uxAux«iMi o v e a x w t i , r A ^ i u u / t AMkAsduH 
Recordsy 2323rd Meeting, 1076, Supp,I^o.33 (UN Doc*A/1003n] 
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2» I m l t e s Governnents to outeilt or to brlxig np to date 
t h e i r observations pursuant t o Uozioral Assembly reso lu t ion 
2697 (XXV), 1£ possible bsiore 31 May 1D76. 
3* Inv i t i e s the seeret&ry General to stibnlt to the 
Ad Hoc Committee hlti views, as appropr ia te , on tbo experience 
aequired in the appl icat ion o£ the provisions or tho char ter 
with regard to the Secre ta r ia t* 
4« Heciaest the Secretary-Genoral to prepare, Tor the 
Use or the Ad Hoc Conunittee, an a i a l y t i o a i paper containing 
the observations receivod rrom Governaents aj-^ i the views 
expressed at the ttfenty»seventh and tventy-niii th sessions* 
5« Requests the Ad Hoc Coniaittee to suhalt a rc})ort on 
i t s work to the General Assa-ibly a t I t s tiiirtioth-sossion. 
6* Decides t o include in the provisicmal agenda of i t s 
t h i r t i e t h session an item e n t i t l e d 'Ueport or tiie Ad Hoc Commi-
t t e e on the Charter of the United l^ations* 
The pres ident or the Genoral i.ssembly, aTter appropriate 
consu l t a t ions , appointed the rol lovlng 42 Member s t a t e s as 
member of ttie Ad Hoe Committee t Alger ia , Argentina, B r a s i l , 
China, Colvmbia, Congo, Cyprus, Csechoslovakia, iSqaador, 
KlSalvador, / i n l and , if'ranoe, German Democratic Republic, 
Germai^y (if^deral Republic), Ghana, Greece, Oaycina, India , 
Indonesia, I r an , I t a l y , Japan, Kenya, L iber ia , Mexico, iiepal, 
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algeria, Ntw Zealand, Pakistan, Philippines^ Poland, Rwanda, 
Siarra Leona, Spain, Tunisia, Turkey, Union of soviat Hapubllc, 
Unitad Kingdom of Graat Britain and Northern Ireland, United 
States of America, Ven^sula, YtigosXavia and Zambia* 
The Ad Hoc CoiuDittee on the charter of tha United l^ations 
met at United nations Head qiaarters from 28 JaXy to <^2 August 
1976* All the state mmabers of the Ad Hoc Committee took part 
6 
in i t s vork* The Ad Hoc Committee devoted i t s 5th to 17th 
meetings, held between 4 and 20 August to a general debate, 
during which the following 35 Members made statenents* Algeria, 
Argentina,Bra£il, China, Columbia, Congo, Cyprus, Czechoslovakia, 
Ecuador, x'lranee, Gexman Democratic Ropublic, Germany (federal 
liepublic), Greece, Guyiana, India, Indonesia, Iran, Italy, Japan, 
Kenya, Mexico, New Zealdnd, lUgeria, Hilliprinas, Poland, Rwanda, 
Sierra Leone, Spain, Tunisia, Turkey, Union of Soviot O^ocialist 
Republic, United Kingdom of Groat Britain and Northern Ireland, 
6 
united states of America, Yugoslavia and Zambia* 
Algeriat The Government of Algeria stated that the 
review of the Charter is the most delicate ({i^estion facing the 
5* Ibid., p* 2* 
6* Ibid*, p* 3* 
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United Rations* Tha subject i s such a sensitive one tiiat 
there i s a constant tendency to ovade the issue and to concen-
trate on interpreting the original thinking behind the C^^arter, 
although the vast majority o£ the present Moebers of the 
United Nations had no part in i t s i'ormulation* Qoverneient of 
Algeria pointed cut the abuses of the veto privilege of the 
Major Fovers* Although she i s not against this privilege* 
*If the right of veto constitutes a privilege) i t also entails 
duties and obligatioiis which must be respected if International 
lii'e i s to proceed smoothly* It i s hard to accept cases where 
a power with the right of veto uses i t incompatible with inter-
national peace and Security** 
Argentinai The Goverrda^ nt of Argontina since the very 
beginning was in favour of i^  re^ riew ooni'erence* It argued that 
there is a goueral need to give an opportunity to ail Members of 
the organization to express their views in the light of the 
experience gainod and practice evolved over ttm years* 
Braaili The Brazilian Govenaent also supported the 
view for a revision of united i^ iations Chatter* The Dumbarton 
Oaks proposals onitted the idea of review* The Idea appeared, 
then to have been originated by Brazil in a suggestion to req[uire 
the General Ass«sbly to moet every five years to consider 
Jharter revisicm* 
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iijillfifit ^^® Chinase delegate speaking on behalf oi 
h i s Govercmentf s&ld, *The review ox' the u«H« Charter Is one of 
the major Issues now Taolng the United Nations. During tlie 
l a s t sess loni the United lJatlon*6 General A&sembly adopted a 
reso lu t ion by over vhelmlng majority t o os t^bl lsh .-in Ad Hoc 
Committee on the Charter of the United Nationst This i s a 
r e s u l t ol' v ic tor ious united s t ruggle waged by the numerous small 
and medium countries« i ' l r s t and roremost the th i rd world ooun-
t r l a s a In recent y e a r s | more and more countr ies in the world 
have attached Importance t o the question of the review^ of 
Charter.* 
He fur ther &rgued, »the represen ta t ives or cany countr ies 
have pointed out tha t since the Jh&rter viis rormt^latad 30 years 
ago tronandotis changes h4.ve taken place in tha world and tha t 
as the Charter can no longer r e f l oc t these changes in a number 
of r e spec t s , I t i s only natura l tha t necossaiy rev is ion should 
be made in the Charter on the btisis of adheronce to the purpose 
and pr inc ip le of the charter* 
In our r e l a t ed s ta teaen t at the l a s t session of tlie 
General Assembly, the Chinese delegat ion c lear ly pointed out 
tha t since the formulation of the United r^atlons ' i^ar te r , t r e -
mendous changes have taken pluce both in the world s i t ua t i on 
and in the United Nations I t s e l f and tha t i n p a r t i c u l a r with i t s 
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aattrgeno* and groving strength the third world i s pxaylng an 
ev«r mors jjaportant rox<» in intomatlonal aJTialrs* Hoiwveri 
ovlng th« super power control and obstruction the United j^atlons 
has bailed to roJL'laot tolly the just demand and views ox* the 
HEuaerous third world countries* Xhe Chinese Uovernment rirnly 
supports the reasonable 3i.$Lnd and lAgitlmate desire ox' the 
mediuB countries I'or a change in th^ status quo oi the United 
Nations and the necessary revision to i t s Charter, aiid we are 
ready to Jolne other countries in a serious discussion of the 
question o£ the review arid reviolon ox' p the Charter* > 
The Chinese delegate accused tlie two super powers of 
not wanting to change x.heir commanding sola in the u«i4y because 
the U*S«A*| the l)«b«ii«R« and the U«K« joined by /ranee and other 
s ta tes did not support the idea l or revision oi United i«fatlons 
Charter* 
polanb;^at The GovernBent of Coloobla charged that 
Chapter XI and XII Chapter XI\r and XV of trie Charter are fa l l ing 
into dlseuse* 'ihe Chapter X, on the P.conoaic and Social council | 
auat be reviewed so thau i t can beccme a far 2.01-e affective 
instnatent of action. 
Colombia proposed that, i f doiibts arise in the Security 
Council or the General Assembly about the statehood of a coi^ntry 
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wishing to bocomo i. Meniber of the United Kutlons, the matter 
should be decided by the Intemtt t io iml Court of J u s t i c e , 
AocordlngXyi the General Assonbly should define the gerieral 
condit ions or statehood* I t proposed t h a t i t would be desirable 
to e l l o lna t e the requirement referred t o in Ar t ic le 48^ tha t 
of a two*thirds majority vote in the Genral Assembly and 
unanimity emong the peim&nent members of the Seciirjty council 
f o r the admission of a new s t a t e , * since menbership i s nei ther 
c. g i f t nor a favour, but »a f u l l r ight or a country vhlch becomes 
a s t a t e , Joins t*ie organizat ion and accepts i t s p r inc ip les and 
m l e s * 
At the vSan i?rancisco, Colombia very re l rc tu i t l y approved 
the veto system, but i t f i na l l y t^ccepted 5t in a F j . ' r l t of 
p o l i t i c U . roullsR> as a re f ioc t ion of the * o r t v/^ .r t••^ . r.tion, 
Colombia suggested tha t unanimity of the x'ive members of 
the Council, tha t i s the ve to , should not be required for appoint' 
ments t o f ac t f inding missions or commissions of Inquiry, 
I t i t i r ther argued tha t Gh^^pter / l l of the Chji-ter i s not 
f u l l y pract iced and a *pexmanent Peace Keeping / o r c e , should be 
establ ished* 
I t suggested tha t the "trusteeship council shonld be 
convertod into a new body to bo calieci the •Hunan Hirs t s and 
Trusteeship council l 
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SiSSiislt Tli« Congo Government proposed that the veto 
power of the Big Five should be aholished and all decisions 
should be adopted by a two thirds majority* It siipported the 
revision of U.N* charter as It Is not a perfect dociment* 
Cyprust Cyprus proposed that Article 9P should be 
reformed and Article 53-106 • 107«>109 also be deleted because 
i t refers to an event which was due to occur 17 years ago. The 
tremendous technoloi^loal development of the past SO years have 
naturally afx'eoted the then existing out look In several fields 
and established new priorities for the United l^ations. U.N.O. 
must change but any whole sale or general review wotild lead to 
risks. Changes should be brought about In International economic 
order and the solTitlon of social and other problems In keeping 
with the principles and the spirit of the Charter. 
Gsaeholovakiat The Govem&ent of Czechoslovakia 
i s not In favour of reviewing the U.N. Charter but on solving 
real and pressing probl«ns with regard to the strengthening of 
international peace and security, General and complete dlsaimaneni 
under effective international control etc . Czechoslovakia 
i s sktisfied with the working of the United Nations and observes 
that during the period of thirty years the organisation has 
achieved great successes in realizing the alms laid down in 
the Charter. 
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Eai^ adort According to Government or ;^ .qu«idory a 
serioas and conscientious study of the Charter vrould be neoA-
88«ry, li' I t is recognised that the vorld of today is a dlTr-
•rent world i'roo the one that existed when the Charter vas 
born, and IT It la further recognised that the Charter of the 
United Nations should <^ange In sane respects. 
Francey I t is pointed oiit earlier that I'^ ance 
opposed the revision of Charter by giving the argument against 
i t t 'What i s required i s not a review of the charter but the 
s tr ict application of i t s provisions and ful l uti l ization of the 
pots ibl l l t ies that i t affords*' 
German Deaoeratlc iiepubllei The Goverment of German Democra-
t i c aepubXlc is of the view that ineffectiveness of the United 
Nations in the peace aiKi security matters is not the fault of 
the Charter, but lack of political wil l on the part of some 
Members of the organization* Ihe only effective way to Increase 
the effectiveness of the United Nations would, therefore, be 
to strictly fu l f i l i t s provislcr.s* Any changes in the United 
Nations charter imply the danger of new obstruction to the 
growing eoc^eration of the states* 
The i^ 'ederal itepublic stated thatt *we shall have to act 
l ike a good and considerable doctor who trias to cure his patient 
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by using th« least innoouous drug f i r s t , surgsrjr, evsn oi' ths 
fflost skilful and sophlstle&ted naturs, should not be applied 
vhere there is the slightest danger of the patient*s v i ta l i ty 
being dialnlshed or even completely destroyed** 
The i^ edral Republic favoured the limited changes to 
specific provisioiis of the Chartdr, and that many of the 
obvious short comings might be cured, given the pcditical wil l 
of al l concerned, with in the axistlng frime work ol' the 
Charter which is in Itself an efficient instrument of change* 
Necessary adjustments might even be achieved by adding scme-
thlng to the existing structure rather than by attestine i t . 
Greece I The Govercment of Greece thcught that in case 
there were specific proposals regarding revisikon or Improvement 
of certain parts of the Charter, there should be accompanied by 
a concrete assessment as to hov these proposals, If accepted, 
would enhance the Implementation of the resolution and decisions 
adopted by United Nations organs, particularly by those entrus-
ted with the maintenance of peace and security. 
Guvanat Gi^ana proposed to transfoxia the Trusteeship 
Council into a human rights council; and to make the Internatlonf 
Court otl' Justice enable to enforce international law or to 
set t le international disputes* 
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JJOAlii According to Indian Govarmont the Chart*r of 
tha Unltad Nations have been revlaved and elaborated by means 
of legal instruments such as declarations, def ini t ions , treat ies 
etc* There are also many United Nations Caamittees, Commissions 
and other organs that are currently exanlnlng the vorking of 
different areas of the Charter and applying them to cope with 
nev problems not enfvisaged when the Charter was written* There 
are many problems to be solved bat to change and revise the 
wholesale Charter Is not the only alternative. 
I t i s more important in the view of Indian Government 
to find practical solutions to the problons facing than revising 
the Charter, which can not be an end in i t se l f* 
Tndoneslat Indonesian Goverment Is of the view that 
some of the fai lure may be the truth of a lack oi' po l i t i ca l w i l l 
on the part of some of the Members, i t i s equally true that 
they may be the result Oi. structural inadei^aaies of the Charter* 
The Charter was drafted 30 years ago to serve the needs of the 
international community after the Second world v^ ar* Troiendous 
changes and developments on tbB international scene have oooured 
s i n c e , changes and developments which have in fact profoundly 
affected the f\inctionlng or the organization Itself* The Charter 
must be able to cope with those changes and devel^)ments and to 
respond adequately to naw challenges and probl^os or global 
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magnitude* ifor th9 organlsatloQ to oontlnue mor« •frectlve, i t 
i s nooessaiy to under taka a review of the charter Tor the 
purposes or seeking measures where by i t s short comings could 
be reminded* such a review would entail an dxohang3 oi' views 
and a thorough evaluation of the proposals made during the 
exohange« which may or miqr not lead towards a revision* 
Indonesia mrgued that permanent members o£ the i^ecurity 
Council have abused tiieir privilege o£ veto to block the 
admission of legally qualiTled States or to block the will of 
the ma,)ori^ of the Members to implement certain principle 
and objectives ofthe U*fi*9 including those embodied in the 
universal Declaration of H\:mian Rights* It suggested that the 
Ad Hoc committee should consid<3r the possibility of finding a 
way to limit the use of vetO| and there should be a formula 
based on special majority rule - in which the unanimity of all 
permanent members would not be required for decisions oD certain 
matters other than enforenent actions contemplated in Article 
42*64 of the Charter* It IMrther suggested that sdbhange in 
the structure o£ Security Council will indeed lead towards 
more effective functioning of the council* There should also be 
a standing commission whidi would provide the m«nbers with a 
broader choice of procedure for setting disputes* The main 
function of such a commission would be to act as a third party 
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in a dlsput** The proo«dures to soXv« th# disputes shcmld b« 
peaceful* 
lllQt Aooordlng to Iranian del9gat« the Ghartor i t a 
sound and workabXa legal instruaent and has shown anplo capacity 
for adoptation to changing oirctanstances. Various changes have 
taken place in order to accosmiodate tho structure o£ various 
organs to the itMsraassd morabership or the United Nations* 
Iran is of the view that the very root of International 
problems l i e s in the continuing economic disparity between the 
*have and have not* and the anachronistic nature or tha inter-
national, economic ^rdor* It i s obvious that the very root of 
international crises l i e s in the structural maladjustment of 
the international economic system* A new set up of international 
economic relationship based on the equality and common interest 
of al l countries would be mora desirable* The existing economic 
order is to be revised* The covemmont or Iran appreciated the 
changes which were brought about twice in the structure oi' the 
Economic and Social council* 
Italyt The views o£ the Italian Goverment are more 
or less similar with those which argued that i t i s not necess-
arily true that the only possible ouresf the amendment OJL' rules 
written in the charter* 
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JIJJ2MS The Goverment o£ Japan supportedthe need to 
review the charter by giving irguments that at the 3an i-'rijiclaco 
Conferenoe more emphasis was given to the problem ol* peace and 
security , but to day not only are peace and security indivisible 
but the probl«n ol' 'economio developments *inriation* *envlron-
ment and resources* vhioh have become m&tters or global concern, 
require global solutions in the J^ rame work of the United Nations. 
Kemrai by slnply-fing the problem of revision of 
United i^ations Charter, the Government o£ iveny^ stated that 
*She proposed revision or charter i s , therefore, a matter of 
discussion, negotiation and argiasent* I t i s not the intention 
o£ the sponsores or the resolution to impose their wi l l on 
others , but i t i s their intenti«:i that, given good wi l l and 
understanding, the review should be under taken without much 
dUTiculty* I t i s with th is in view that my delegation, together 
with others, has put forward certain sug.estions for considera-
t ion in connexion with the review of the Charter.* 
Mexico 1 Mexico's delegate expressed his view that 
rev l s i (» of the Charter may bring some dliferences among the 
members of the United Nations. In Mexico's view that the fact 
of the matter i s that the dii'fersnoes which dlvldsAis are the 
product of differences in the pol ic ies of sovereign s ta tes , and 
not or defects ox' this organization. Thirdly, the United rjations 
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Charter i s a dynamic docuadnt and i t has bee . possible to k^ep 
i t up to date through a oloar and liaportant procoss of inter-
pret&tloiu In the view of Mexico the structural changes which 
do not require an amen(iaent to the United Nations Charter. 
Changes in the United liatlons systwi may ccDe about In a variety 
of ways other than hy amending the Charter such as by*non* 
application* of certain Articles of the Charter, for exMnple, 
Article 4 3 , 'Article 106 and Article 23, paragraph ( ! ) • Another 
method i s the ' interpretation' of one or more Articles of the 
Charter, the most obvious and important of these \indoubtedly 
that applied to chapter XII of the United Nations Charter* 
Mexico i s of the view that the Chapter on econoaic and social 
principles could bo brought up to date with a series of elements 
approved Vfi to now by the international ooramunity. It suggested 
a remedy that the charter must be brought m uptodate, but th is 
can be dom through a slow and care Ail process which wl l i not 
create greater confrontation than dready e x i s t s , and through 
a process of negotiation which the Chairman of this committee 
and a group of representatives could very well lead. The govern-
ment of Mexico advlced to delete some of the provisions of the 
present charter* 
Liev Zealand! New Zealand did not favour for a Hop 
to bottom' revision of the Charter* r.either, on the other hand, 
did s i t approve that the Charter should be treated as 'sacrosunc 
Specific provision i s made in the Charter for i t s amendment and 
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Tor i t s review by a general Coherence. U&w ii^aland criticised 
the veto power and i t s abuses and cedlad i t a * faulty prenise* 
in the Charter* The Governaent of Kew Zealand favoured a change 
in Article 4^ paragraph 2, of the charter which would make 
admission of a new Member subject only to a two thirds majority 
vote In the Security Council and the General Assembly* A change 
in the present voting procodure would be desirable^ unanimity 
rule should not be abolished but some modification should be 
there* New ^aland did not favour to extend the privileges of 
permanent membership beyond the present five as scxne of the 
governments (India-Japan, west Gexmany, Brazil) are willing to 
play a leading role In the United Nations with thiit of some of 
the present permanent membars of the Security council. Dew Zea-
land favoured to remove the references to enemy states in Article 
53 and the deletion of chapter xvilf »nd further, Trusteeship 
system should be transformed into a human rights Council* The 
structure of i^conouic and social council should be expanded* 
Njgariaf i Nigeria objected that since the United 
Rations Charter came into effect, titie world has under gone to 
changes* According to some Members of Organization that the 
U*ia* is perfect and therefore should not be made subject to 
review* This position contradicts the spirit and letter of 
Article 109, Paragraphs I and 11, of the charter in % i^ch the 
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founding Xathars of the Organisation In their visdon made 
provision for the review and alteration of the Charter. They 
shoved awareness of the f aet that the world situation will eon-
tlnae to change as theworld continues to nature* The Charter 
of United nations should be changed to deal with the new problaas 
not existing at the San i^>ancl800 Conference. 
TlM Governnent of Nigeria Is of the view that there is 
need to consider amending Article 27i paragraph 3, so as to 
remove the veto power which has proved a major hindrance to 
Security Council actions and effectiveness, l^lgerla further 
suggested that if tlM veto ii^tltutlon can not be abolished, then 
the privilege of veto should be extended to two regional groups 
of Africa and ii|0-ln America. Pexmaxient nMmbership of the 
Security council should also be abolished and all members of the 
security Council should be on a noi^ermanent basis. If i t i s 
not possible the permanent membership should be given to two 
regional groups oi' Africa and ^atln America too. 
PhiliDDinefl« In the view of HiilipFines It would be 
unrealistic In such a chajriging world, to expect ar. organization 
established in 1945 to be adequate in meotlng all the challenges 
of the ramainder ox this century. There changes, Including the 
rapid birth of many new independent nations, the impact of 
mxclear weapons, vast and continuing technological changes, 
closely Interreletod global econcKulc and social problems, to 
maintain only a fewi raciulro sm axanlnation or tha adequacy of 
the United Nations In the present day world. Philippines 
Governaent proposed i or a t (a) standing oonoUiation and arbi-
tration coomission (b) the process oV peace-keeping by observa-
t ion and Interposition should be spelled out ingeneral tezms 
and given a place in the United Nations charter* (c) with 
respect to the Security Oounoll both membership and i t s procedure 
should be amended, including that aspect Involving the principle 
of unanimi^« (d) The Philippine*s Government idso advocated, 
the strengthening of the International court of Justice ai^ the 
jSconoraic and Social Council* (e) The Govarnsent of Phillippines 
proposed the creation of a huaan rights Council. 
Piblandi Poland Is not in favour oi" review or revision 
of U.N.Charter. In the view of the Polish Government s t r i c t 
respect by a l l the states for the purposes and principles of the 
Charter i s the best way to strengthen this organization, to 
increase i t s role and make i t a better and more effect ive instn:)-
ment of co->operatlon among s t a t e s , regardless of their s i z e , 
l eve l of develoiment and p o l i t i c a l , economic and social systems. 
Given move good w i l l and under standing, that better goal wi l l 
be achieved with the present frame work of the Charter. 
Rwapidat Hwauda i s against the veto power, because the 
exorcise of the v^-to has often relegated to the back ground or 
to ta l ly disregarded the principle of internationitl community 
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(third vorld). The Tallure oT the United IJations to hava an 
Impaet on the South African polit ical ayaUm and the Hohdeslan 
rebellion constitutes an indisputable example of how the exer-
cise of veto has consistently been an impedimant to the moral 
conduct of the organization and i ts humanitarian concerns* It 
is therefore the view of the !:wanda that, now that rost-var 
conditions no longer prevail, i t is not only timely byt necessary 
to adopt the statute of the United Nations, There Is no iMed 
for leaving the guardianship of the United Natl(»is in the hands 
of a few Member states. The Government of Hwauda statedi 
*For| just a very child has to be cored for and reared by 
his parents or some one else until lie becomes an ^ u l t , so in 
the beginning, the organization may also have needed siTch God 
parents* In the view of my delegatloii, the United .atlons, which 
i s 30 years old, is sufficiently mature to da with oiit that 
guardianship and to build up i ts strength on new faindations 
adopted to the current international situation* W^  sh«ai not 
delve into the reason why i t s maturity was not recognised earlier, 
when, for examplei i t reached tlie age of 18, the ago at which 
all minors (at least in Rv/anda) are enanclpated and gain the 
right to exercise their civic rights and duties*• 
Rwanda further oommentedt *But we know that some children 
are praoocious and others remain under th4ir parents wings « even 
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iMyond th« age or 18« Is that to be the c&sd with our org&nizft^ 
tiony which at the age oi* 30 i s s t i l l under the gubrdlttziship 
of a tem Members although the oircuDst&nces justifyirig tliat 
guardianship no longer • t i s f ' * f 
Kvanda observed that the revision of the United Nations 
Charter i s a vay o£ building a more peaoetful and rea l i s t i c 
vorld* 
Sierra Leonui Bie Gotfernment or Sier r t L,eone has crltlcJ 
ised the views of tha delogetss who were against the revision 
or the Charter. Sierra i<eone demanded to modiry the provisions 
which an essential ly related with the privileged position of 
the big i?lve» 
;i;unisiai Hhe Tunisian Governaant propoiiac ch^t the 
General/ AssMsbly as the Plenary organ in which ill s tates ure 
repressnte^i should be vested with greater power* security 
Council is eTten swayed by i t s internal eoAtradlttions« the 
moat recent example o£ this being i t s l a t e s t decisions on the 
<iU3stion of south Africa and |jamibia« 
In the support or his views the delegate of Tunisian 
Governoent reported the statoaont of President - Hut lb Eourgulbai 
*The most important and most Isuiiedi^te oi' thsise problems 
i s to restora the aiithorlty ai»i prsstige of our organization by 
recognizing fully i t s responsibi l i t ies under the Ch&rter and by 
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giving i t the means to assi2a« those r e spona ib l l i t i e s* Of course, 
the world has changed a great deal i n 25 years ; the organiza-
t i o n has changed too* Therefore, i t i s necessary to I'ind the 
adjustments which take in to account those changes, especia l ly 
the new forces for peace and progress tha t have released by 
decolonization* * 
Turkeyt Turkish Government consldored t h r t i t i s not 
poss ib le to under take a t o t e l rovlaw under present In ternat ional 
condit ions* But i t was in te res ted more in discussions which 
w i l l enhance the effect iveness and the author i ty of the organi-
sat ion* 
U.s.S.fi.t n^nce th© v>ry beginning tlie Sm'iet Union 
has cons is ten t ly opposed any a t t eo^ t a t revis ion of Charter* 
The a t t i t u d e of D.S.R* i s s t i l l mora or l e s s . t h e same* U.S.S.R, 
wanted to make i t s pos i t ion c lea r and org/uaed tha t ::harter i s 
not an ordinary in te rna t iona l agrMnaent whose revis ion would 
af fec t the i n t e r e s t s ox only two s t a t e s or a group of s t a tes* 
The Charter represents a unique universa l t r e a ty which, through 
l e g a l pod p o l i t i c a l means, p ro tec t s the i n t e r e s t s and r igh t s or 
a l l s t a t e s , without exception, regardless or whether they belong 
t o the s o c i a l i s t or C a p i t a l i s t socia l and eoonomio system* The 
revis ion of the basic provisions of the United l^atlons Charter 
may have the most verious consequences for a l l M«nbers of the 
in t e rna t iona l c<»iir/jnity and what i s mors important may Irreparabl; 
damage the cause of s t rengZoning world peace* 
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Aocordlng to th« soviet QovernBant the United Nations 
Charter has proved a roaarkable capacity to take on new tasks^ 
to adjust to a changing world, and to meet new and unforeseen 
problems with in the conceptual and organizational frme work 
laid down in the Charter* Ihe incraased mMibership of the 
United Nations i s evidence not of the short comings or the 
Charter but of Its strength and i t s acceptability to new states. 
The process of deoolooization is the result ox implementation 
of the Charter* 8 purposes and human principles* 
The membership of Security Council (ordinary membership) 
and XhB .'Economic and social Council has chani^ ed* This i s a 
response by the United Naticnis to the Influx or new members* 
The u*S*S«R* observed that the principle of unanimity 
plays a positive role in dealing with questions of maintenance 
of international peae4i and security, and soviet Union vigorously 
objected any and al l attempts to alter that principle* It is 
opposed to even raising the question of revision of the Charter* 
The United States of Amerieat United States advised 
tiiaX i t i s far more Important to lead to a strengthening the 
United Nations than any att^ipt at whole sale rev low of the 
Charter* The charter which was draftad at the San i«lrancisco 
Conl'erenoe was meant to stand the tests of timOf to CTOW, bend 
and develop with the evolution of history and i t Is not a rig:id 
doouoient, i t is rather flexible* 
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PnlUd Kiogdom of Great Britain and NorthTn If landi 
The U*K« supported the view ox' Indian Government thut there are 
vays o£ achieving particular structural and functional changes 
without amending the Charter* Uo one can claim that charter 
i s perfect dociment hut can the process of review be pursued 
with endangering the structure and arrangesients i t provides? 
It is not desirable in the eyes of U*K« to revise the Charter 
of the United Nations, 
Yggoalaviai Yugoslavia i s oti* the view that 11' the 
United Nations has not been very successful In some of Its 
various endea^ouresy i t i s iK>t only because ox' any liferent 
defect of the Charter but also because of the unwillingness of 
some Member st&tes to fully observe the principle of the 
Charter* 
Zambiat The Government of Gambia Is against the veto 
power as given to the five permanent member of the U«N*0* Zonbla 
argued that the fate of the world should not be entrusted In 
the hands ol' five peimanent members of the Security Council 
because their narrow interest are opposed to the Interest and 
wishes of the vast majority of the peoples of the world. Big 
Powers should give up the veto power In the Interests of world 
peace and Security. Zambia statedt *As a state guided by 
humanisMi Zambia values human lix'e and welfare above ideology.* 
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It suggott^d that i t i s the time the five pemanent 
members ol' the Security Council began to serve man the world 
over, instead of their n&rrc»r national interests. It further 
subjected th&t permanent membership of the Security Council 
shoold be altered to enable thir world countries to be represen-
ted, 
Zambia suggested a remedy that this might be on a 
rotational b«jiis or through an etiuituble geographical represen-
tation* 
Here Gambia agreed with the view point oi' the Nigerian 
Govenaent which also gave the sane suggestions. 
Turkevi Turkish Government argued that many of 
states ^ i c h attended the San j^ -'rancisco Conference adopted the 
U.N. Charter with the hope that i t would be reviewed in the 
future, paragraph 3 of Article 109 o£ tiie Charter was included 
in i t as a oomproBise in order to satisfy the countries opposing 
some of the provisions of the Charter and Insisting on convening 
a Charter review conference after a certain period of time. The 
possibility of convening a conference to conduct a *general 
review* of the Charter was provided, apart from the provision 
of Article 109, by General Assembly resolution - 992 (X) of 21 
November 1956, which stated that a review was desirable and that 
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a c«3mfflltta<l should be appointed to consider the question or 
f ix ing the time and place Tor u Conference* According to the 
same resolution^ the review *shot?ld be conducted under auspi-
cious in te rna t iona l circumstances** Although 20 years have 
passed sinco the adoptation o£ t h i s r e so lu t ion , i t was not 
poss ib le to convene such a conference• In Tact any com'erence 
i'or the purpose oi' reviewing tho char ter involves the r i sk o£ 
weakening the efi 'eotiveness and author i ty or the United Nations 
7 
ins tead or enhancing i t* 
l^stublishment of Special CODmlttaa on the U*ll.Jhartert 
'iho summary of the proposals s ta ted chat thera was :^  
fundaaantal divergence of opinion on the necess i ty fo r carrying 
out a review of the Charter and tha t the Ad iloc Committee was 
unable to enumerate propos^^s but agreed t o present the 35 
stat«»aents. In addit ion to t\M observations of Goverrments 
on the Charter review the Committee had before i t a note by 
the Secretaiy General s e t t i n g for th h is viows on experience 
acquired in appl ica t ion of char te r provisions with regard to 
the Sec re t a r i a t ' and a working paper submitted by Mexico proposing 
establishment of two sub ocmmitcees - one to study proposed 
amendments t o the Charter; tho other t o consider pro:, osals s to 
7* iJ.N.Z>c?c.y/(90 5 5 . Q^f>'^o.^^, />f>;6-(07-
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inervase the ability or the United ^atiem to achieve i t s aiaa. 
The Comaittee took no action on that proposal* The committee 
adopted a report to tiie General Asswtbly containing a brief 
suoaary o£ views expressed but no reecmmendations Tor action. 
The report had to be considered by the General Assembly at the 
session scheduled to begin 16 September* The ..ssembly decided 
by consensus on 16 December that the Ad Hoc Committee estab* 
lished pursuant to Assembly resolution 3349 (XXIX) of 17 
December 1974 should be reconvened as a special committee on the 
Charter of the United Nations and on the strengthening of the 
Hole of the organization to axamine In detail tha observations 
received from Goverments concerningi suggestions and proposals 
regarding the Charteri arid strengthening of the role of the 
United liatlons with regard to maintenance and consolidation of 
international peace and seourityi development of cooperation 
among al l nations and promotion of international law in relation 
between states* The committee was rd<|uested to examine the 
proposals which had been made or would be made with a rdview 
to according priority to consideration of arsas on 4ilch ger»raL 
agreement was possible* The Assembly decided to enlarge the 
42 members coouoittee by including five additional MosUIr states* 
SarBodAsi Belgium^ P.gypt, Iraq and Kcmania* 
8* ytBiMfffi^ hAY gUftrftnlffrt «o*I, Vol*XII, January 1S76, p.71. 
** X08 ** 
The Sterstary General was requested to prepare for the 
use of the cannittee am analytical study or Governnent*s views 
vith respect to aspeot o£ United gations ronotioning, ineluding 
those relating speoifioally to the Charter* The Assembly asJced 
the Gomaittee to submit a report on i t s vork, an it«n vhioh 
wi l l be include in the thirty f irst Assembly session^ The 
resolution was raooomtended liy the sixth ooraraittee follotfing 
the C0!Bnittee»s consideration of report of the kd Hoc Coemittee 
on the Charter of the United nations* 
It was sponsored In the Committee by Bangladeshi Bolivia, 
Brasily Indonesia, ChilSf Cola&bia, Klsalvador, Greece, Iran, 
I ta ly , Japan, Kemra, Lesotho, Madagascar, Mali, Mexico, He« 
i^aland, Nigeria, Hiilipplnes, Komania, Sierra Leone, Spain, 
Tunisia, United Kopublio of Tansania, Uruguy, YemCn, lugosl&vla, 
and idiOBbia* 
During the debate in the committea, a divergence of 
opinion on the (laestion was reyealad* One group of countries 
favoured a gradual process of extttinatlon of different Charter 
provisions and of th-^ir validity in the situation with a view 
to enhaacing the effectiveness of the United Nations in main* 
taining international paaoeand security* They placed special 
emphasis on th.^  necessity of identifying areas of possible 
general agreement regarding revision or review and stated that, 
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i n vlav of the dt l ieate nature or the problem, changes should 
be agreed upcm after detailed «camination« One principle argu-
ment put rorvard in support of a rev lew was that the majority a£ 
Members states had not taken part in the establishnent o£ the 
organisation at the San /rancisco Conference and that i t s 
structure was in surricient for exist ing their inX'lueoce in i t s 
a o t i v i t i e s and the Charter must be adopted to changes which 
had taken place since ie45« In a viev or a number of delegations, 
the veto in the Security Council contradicted the principle of 
sovereign equality of states and was based on relations of 
donination and oppression, Charaotaristiox o£ a world where 
some state made a l l thedecisions* 
A number of the countries, on tho other hand, defended 
the permanence of the principles and purposes of the Charter 
and expressed opposition to attempts to revise i t under current 
conditions* They supported the strengthening of the United 
Nations role and the effectiveness of i t s a c t i v i t i e s based on 
s t r i c t and scrupulous obtervance of the charter purposes and 
principles . They held that the divis ion of respons ib i l i t i es 
between the General /issembly and the Security Council was based 
on the rea l i ty of the two soc io-pol i t i ca l systems exist ing in 
the cont(Kaporary world and held that the cordinai principle of 
the unanimity of the permanent members of the Seoi:irity Council 
had served and continued to serve as a strong barrier to the use 
of the Security Council for purposes contrary to malnt«ftance oi' 
D 
International peace and security. 
The purpose oi' this study has b««n to trace the origins 
o£ the United liatlons organization and to examine the factors 
and forces behizid the fflovament for the revision of i t s charter 
which came into effect on October 24, 1945. It has been seen 
in Chapter I and again in Chapter III tiiat the contemporary 
demand for revision of the Charter is nothing new as i t cons-
t itutes a revival of the old damands made even before the 
Charter Itself was signed* 
Since the very beginning voices have been raised either 
to revise the whole Charter or at least to modiXy some of the 
provisions of the document which are essentially related with 
the privileges and positions of the Major powers* 
The United Nations charter contained certain inherent 
defects and certain other factors which have proved to be the 
antitiiesis of the Organization* The United i^ations came into 
«cistence soae 30 years ago with high expectations that It 
woiild eventually prove more effective than Its predecessor, 
the League of liations, to maintain international peace ax^ 
security, to promote the economic and social advancement and 
much else* The charter of the United I'iations, l ike other 
great documents, was the product of a turbulent era* It was 
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drafted toward tha end or greatest war in history* It con* 
t«splatad an arrangement l^ which the great powers, al l ies ot" 
the Second World War, could l ive in harmony and in ooBBBon 
agreement* 
But i t was a miscalculation in 1945 to assume that the 
rive Great Powers would remain united* It was another mistake 
to assume that the increasing membership oi: the United Nations 
would be content with the domination oi' the big five* Under 
Article 108 and 109 there are provisions Tor the amendment and 
revision of the charter* The conference envisaged for in 
Article 109, paragri4}h 3 of the Charter has mever been convened* 
Many of the smaller states which attended the San r*ranclscc 
Conference signed the U*N*Charter with the hope that i t would 
be reviewed in the future* The present wording oi' Article 109(3) 
of the charter was included to satisfy the countries opposing 
some of the provlsicms of the charter* It was believed that 
Article 109 was flexible enough to mend and revise the Charter 
infuture easily* But the founders of the U*!i*charter were wise 
enough to safeguard their special privileges and positions and 
they did not wish to lose thQlr privileges without their own 
consent* 
The irrasponslbla use of the veto in the Sect;rity Council 
has done great harm to the prestige of the United Nations and 
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has pre^ssnrlztdth« Members to change the existing U.R.syetem. 
As a resultI numerous proposals have bean made and fresh 
moves are in the offing* But none of the proposals has been 
perfect enough to fully satisfy all the Kembera states. 
An analysis of the proposals reviewed In this study 
Ixsdloates that they con be grouped Into four bread categories* 
/ I r s t l y , there ure the vlevs of the various Member states who 
believe that the charter of the United Nations has proved a 
remarkably flexible docinent capable of growth and j4optation 
in response to changing conditions and the emerging need of 
the international community* The basic purposes and principles 
as laid dotfn in the Charter* are as valid today as they were 
30 years ago* At the same timoy changes have occured through 
a process of interpretation, customs and usages* Hence the 
Charter i s not In neod of any drastic revision* They oppose 
the very idea of revision of the Charter* Secondly, there are 
the staunch proponents of the revision who suggested that the 
Charter need certain radical changes to meet the existing 
situations* They argued that the Organisation created at 
San /raneisco Conference has had to face, and to attempt to 
deal with, situations and px^bloms which either did not exist 
or were not fore seen In 1945, or which i t was then hoped, too 
optimistically, would not occur« The emergence of the nuclear 
weapons, rapid birth oL maiqr indepencent states, exploration of 
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outer sp«ac9 by tho Kajor Fevers, are sane of the oxamplos 
oJ^  unforeseen pn>bloms at the San x-'ranclsco ConTerence. Thlnlly, 
there are various suegastlons to modify some or tho provisions 
in order to make the Ohartor a ^ o^re uptodato and exi'dctive 
doetBBent* i^lnally there are advices cal l ing for reducing 
the tension exist ing betvreen the Member states and to create 
a friendly alaaosphere which would secure International c o l l a -
boration* Accordingly the responsibi l i ty for i l l s and fai lures 
of the organization should be ascribed t o the Members rather 
than i t s Charter* Thereforai i t is not necessary to amend the 
Charter but It i s only essential to inlninize the global tension 
and to create a sense of morality anong the Binbers* 
It i s partly true that the root of the trouble l i e s In 
the controversy between the two power blocs into which aost of 
the f^ eniber states are divided* Today several other power 
centres exist* In an excBalnation of the role oi' the U«N*0* In 
the handling oi' international disputes one m«iy say that the 
U*N*0* has succeeded, to some extent* But tdie U.B*0* has not 
proved to be more affective to achieve the peace and prosperity 
for which i t was fw;tnded, the phrase wliich ocot .^rs no lass than 
31 times in the charter* As rrofessor S*A*H*Ha44i has observed} 
*If the League of i^ations had beea powerless and fa i led to 
properly daal with I ta ly ' s Invasion of i^.thopia; the Civil War 
a 
In Spain) Japan's attack on China| the rppe oi Austria and 
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Cs«eho8lovokla{ the S«oond world war* the U*K«0* oould not or 
would not stop and prevent Dutch aggression in Indonesia, 
/ranch Imparlalisa In Indo China and liorth Africa, racial d i s -
eriminatlon and oppression in south AXricat cropping up o£ the 
huge /ling 01' military bases in Germany, Gree'^  the l^ear and 
the Middle ISast, the PsclCic Islands and Japan; the remlli> 
tarisat ion ai^ the absorption or P.ust i?nrope by av:tssla t the 
v io lat ion o£ peace treat ias by Hungry, ntsaania and balgarla and 
2 
above a l l thedlvision o£ the vorld into two b locs . ' 
But, at the same time, tha significance of the ^l.N.O. 
can not be denied* The Organization has played a Gonstnictlve 
role in many i'lelds* i n tha following cases U.N«0* played 
3 
an 'extensive* rolet 
Indonesian Indepeiidence, 1945^9 
Palest ine, 1945«49 
Kashmir, 1847 to present 
Korea, 1947»63 
south ATrica, 1948 to present 
China » Taiwan, the U«K«, 1960-71 
Indonesia and West Irian, 1950«62 
Cyprus, 1954*59 and 1963 to present 
Sues, 1956 
2« S.AtH.Haqqi, *Some Heriections on India's /oroign Policy' 
ll^im «fWrB^^ <tf P9Utl,ga;i gQlg|«§» Vol . l? , 1956,p«43. 
3* For the detai l see B«?UKehri£^, International Crganlzatlons 
Structure and processes. New Delhi, 1976. 
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liflbaoon and Jordo&« 19fi8 
Congo, 1960-63 
Moroeoo - M«urit«nl*| 196&-60 
YOBon, 1962-67 
Gibraltar, 1963 to present 
Indonesia • Halsgrslai 1963-66 
Rhodesia, 1966 to present 
Arab-Israeli Conflict, 1967 to present 
In the eoonoraic and social f ield the U*N.O. has also 
achieved a lot* The Charter saithorizad the U«N.O« to pronote 
cooperation in the solution of * international problems of an 
economic, social, and humanitarian character*} established the 
iScononic and social Council as the organ to carry out these 
responsibilities* iSCOSOC i s also assisted in the perfoimanoe 
of i t s substansive duties ty a series of Xinnetional eosBsissions* 
Apart from these committees and <K»misslon8 there are 'Special 
bodies** One of them is the United Nations International 
Children's Emergency Fund (USICi^), vhich enjoys a certain 
amount of independence from iS(X}SOC control* The work of the 
United Nations at the regional level in theeconomic and social 
f ie ld i s something to be reckoned vlth* The i^ conomic and 
Social Counoil of the U*{<* together with the United Naticms 
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (u*N.t3.S.C.O), 
and other specialised agencies promotes better social, ec<HuxBic, 
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aduoatlonal and health conditions and respect for htaian rights 
and rundamental ireedoms for all* The educational and scienti-
f i c missions of the UMJSSCO are at work in different parts of 
the world to advise goverments on public school education and 
to make seientiflo knowledge available to meet econonic needs. 
nations may ignore the significance of United nations 
for a fflomenti but usually return to i t as the only means to 
meet the world problems* The membership of the organization 
i s IzMsreasing day by day* /is the third decades ol' the United 
Nations elapsed^ one hundred and forty four (144) nations are 
bound by obligation of the Charter* Recently Surinm and 
CcxBoro have got membership of the U*K* More nations are %rilllng 
to get the mmibership of the organization* 
The future of the United Nations depends upoa the extent 
i t strives to beccne an effective organization awuy frcun the 
power politics* In order to strengthen the United l^ations, 
i t i s generally suggested that, the veto power of the Big Five, 
in the security Council should be minimised* The use of the 
word *MaJor Powers* or *Big /ive* creates a sense of inferiority 
in the other nations* This i s also against the principles of 
the U*li* Charter which Is based on the basic 'Principle of 
4 
Sovereign l^quality of al l i t s Members** 
4* The riharter oi' United MationsT Chapter I , Article 2* 
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Th« only provision In the Gharteri relating to i t s 
5 
interpretation i s the one Incorporated In Article 96, «nder 
which the General Asseably or the Security Council may reqwst 
the International court of Justice to give an advisory opinion 
*on any legal (juesticxi** Such opinionS| hovever, have no/ 
binding legal erJTect* In practice, the organs and Members o£ 
the United Nations have x'eit iree to Interpret the various 
6 
articles o£ Charter as they have seen f it* 
This condition should not prevail, only the International 
Court oS Justice should have the paver to Interpret the U«N« 
Charter* The court should begiven comptdsory jurisdiction over 
al l disputes* 
The production o£ atonic weapons and other wessons of 
mass destruction must be prohibited* Atomic energy should be 
under the control of the united ^^ations* 
The domestic jurisdiction clause of the Charter seriously 
restricts the authority of the organization* The U*N« Charter 
did not authorize the organization to 'intervene In matters 
which are essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of any 
7 
state** 
6l Ibid*, Chapter XIV, Article 86* 
6* Wilcox and Harcy, proposal for Changes in the United Nations* 
Brookings Institution, Washing, 1956, p* 
7* Ibid*, Chapter I, Article 2(7)* 
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I t i s very d i fr ioul t to oontompate that when a part i -
cular matter o£ national concern beccmes a concern or inter* 
national p o l i t i c s , i t i s suggested that paragraph 7 of Article 
2 of the Charter should b« modified. 
The Members of the United nations should have an open 
mind with retard to the adeaission of new nations* Po l i t i c s l 
should not enter into the iiaostion of admission of D3V members* 
All peace-loving States ready to accept the obligation of 
mwibership should be admitted into the U«N« 
The provision ol' Article 10&(3) of the charter should 
be made operative* With the «&ergence of new nations i t has 
becomes quite possible to convene a general conference for the 
revision of the U.K* Charter as provided in the Article 109(3). 
In the making of the U*!<* Charter the new nations had hardly 
any voice* The United liation, therefore, must respond to 
the ir feel ings and aspirations* 
Above a l l , the most important pointis to develop a 
sense of Constitutionalism saong the Member states* The f i r s t 
and foremost requirement i s not to draft & perfect document 
but to respect the aims and principles of the Charter* ^OT 
example, in Great Britain a great part of the Constitution 
i s unwritten* Usages andbonventlocs play an important role* 
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Th9f do not have uay lagal force behind thao but they are 
obeyed and respected l ike the written provision o£ the Constl* 
tut Ion* Because the Brit ish people have a sense of eonst l -
tutlonallsB* 
juatt but not the l eas t } under these clrcxanstancesi 
we can say that although the t}*Ii* Organisation does not Tuiri l l 
a l l the hopes It was created wlth | It also does not mean that 
I t has been a use less entity or no longer needed* The U«Ii« 
Organisation came Into existence about thirty years agOy and 
since then the situation has changed a lot* The third world 
s tates generally! and most o£ the ATro-Aslan s t a t e s , particularly, 
are demanding that the U*N* Charter be revised according to 
their wishes and the needs o£ chancing tiae* Ihey demand certain 
modlTlcatlons In the charter and are stressing the need to 
accord due Importance to jSconomlc and social systems bui l t In 
the Charter* 
During these thirty years o£ the l i f e ox' the U.fi.O*, 
only f ive amendments In I ts constitution have been made* There 
also have been certain changes In Ini'ormal ways, which have been 
described earlier* But at the moment i t i s essent ial to use 
the Article 109(3) of the Charter and a general conference be 
cal led to discuss the d i f f i cu l t i e s In the revision of the Charter 
and to find such a solution which sat i s fy a l l the big and 
small nations* 
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Th« wishes of the majori^ of the members ean not be 
suppressed for a long time. Today the situation has tiianged 
and the i^ ower balance has shifted fron a minority to the 
majority of the International eommunlty. United States does 
not hold the same position to day^ vhloh It held In 1956* Small 
states, hava ulso learnt a lo t from their expsrlenoe during 
thld . period and they are no longer prepared to dance to the 
tunes of the few big powers* Xoday they do not approve of 
the special privileges accorded to five major powers 30 years 
ago* These privileges could be Justified at the San ifanciseo 
Conference but not today* 
Howeveri we s t i l l can cot deny that to Incorporate any 
new provision, the consent of these five big powers is s t i l l 
Mwnbers 
required* And these five permanenV(The U*S«A*, U*S,s*R., U.K., 
China and i<Yanoe) of the Security Council should take note of 
the changing world condition and adopt flexible attitudes. 
Because they cannot, forever, s i t with an s t i f f upper lip* If 
not today, tonorrow they will be f^ orced to give in to the wishes 
of the Third Wojid, for no body p. can deny the historical fact 
that the voice of the majority can be suppressed with power 
only for a short while and not for al l time to icme* 
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